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From Breaking Point to
Breakeven as Offshore Cuts
Cycle Time and Costs
By Mark Thomas, Editor-in-Chief

After two years of a downturn and a relentless focus
on cost efficiency, the global offshore market is
recalibrating for an industry still in transition.

S

“

how me the money,” the Hollywood film
character Jerry Maguire famously cried back
in 1996. And, as we all know, he found it.
Twenty years later the offshore industry is
increasingly beginning to utter the same phrase in
the growing belief that the upstream oil and gas
business is finally starting to emerge blinking into
the sunlight on its cautious climb out of the depths
of the sector’s worst ever depression.
But how quickly that money will arrive is still
open to debate, with offshore expenditure levels
expected to remain static following two years of
successive and deep cuts.
Analyst Wood Mackenzie said that globally
there have been cuts in capex of $400 billion, a

Offshore Greenfield Projects Commitments USD Billion (real)
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reduction of 33% compared to 2014. The company
points to how operators are treating their portfolios of pre-final investment decision (FID) projects
for an indicator on the state of the industry, and
in particular how offshore and deepwater projects
match up with rival sources like tight oil on the cost
curve. While unconventionals have been eventually
strengthened by the low oil price, the number of
conventional pre-FID projects (almost entirely offshore) that are commercially viable is much weaker.
Project deferments

Many were deferred at an alarming rate, according
to WoodMac. Historically about 30 to 50 conventional FIDs were being made per year but in 2015,
as operators continued to
defer capital commitments
in an attempt to remain
cash flow positive, just eight
were made. And 2016 isn’t
looking much better, with
the number of FIDs being
made struggling to reach
double figures.
For deepwater projects
in particular, many remain
uneconomic at today’s oil
price level, whereas two years
ago in a $100/bbl environment they were seen as the
(Source: Rystad Energy DCube)

An uplifting
sight: Hooking
up Statoil’s
Asgard
subsea gas
compression
facility ahead
of its lowering
and installation
on the seabed
offshore
Norway in
2015. The twotrain boosting
system has
since passed a
key milestone,
with the
first having
operated
successfully
for more than
a year, as of
September
2016. (Photo
courtesy of
Statoil)

dominant source for new oil developments, supply
and future reserves.
At that time WoodMac was projecting potential
production of 14 MMbbl/d on a 10-year perspective with about 8 MMbbl/d of this coming from
conventional projects and the rest from U.S. tight
oil wells. Recently the analyst said that total potential volumes from conventional projects have fallen
from that 8 MMbbl/d figure to 5 MMbbl/d in its
2016 dataset.
The expected contribution from pre-FID deepwater and ultradeepwater projects to future supplies has fallen from a peak of 4.5 MMbbl/d in
2014 to 2.5 MMbbl/d at present, and of that 1.5
MMbbl/d is from projects seen as commercial at
$60/bbl oil. Among the worst-affected provinces
are Angola (average breakeven Brent price $77/
bbl) and Nigeria (ultradeepwater $65/bbl), where
numerous projects have been deferred or cancelled.
Long-term view

As usual, however, a long-term perspective is
required. By 2025, forecast onstream field declines
and a projected growth in demand will mean about

20 MMbbl/d of new supply will be required. Tight
oil, despite its fantastic innovation and speed of
response, cannot provide all of this.
WoodMac believes deepwater projects will need
to achieve cost cuts of between 30% and 40% over the
next year or two to be commercially viable at $60/bbl.
There are other routes, of course. Shell’s acquisition of BG Group, including the latter’s prized
presalt deepwater assets in Brazil, is a prime
example. With deepwater project breakevens
averaging $50/bbl (on a par with the U.S. Eagle
Ford), BG’s assets were and remain commercially
viable producing assets.
Overall it is the ultradeepwater offshore sector that is forecast to eventually grow the most,
driven by investments in Brazil and the U.S. Gulf
of Mexico, according to Jon Fredrik Müller, another
analyst and a partner at Rystad Energy. “Offshore
will still continue to be an important source of
supply, and deepwater production will continue to
increase. Currently deepwater production accounts
for approximately 2% of global oil and gas production. By 2025 this source is forecast to account for
approximately 5%,” he said.
EPmag.com | November 2016 | 3
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pointed out, however, that
lower commitments have
been seen before: In 1998 oil
prices plummeted by more
than 40% and E&P companies committed to only $38
billion worth of projects.
11 Bboe sanctioned

Fixed platforms
such as Det
Norske’s Ivar
Aasen facility,
seen here
having its jacket
transported
for installation
earlier this
year ahead
of planned
first oil before
year-end 2016,
still represent
the largest
proportion
of global
offshore field
development
facility spend,
according to
Rystad Energy.
(Photo courtesy
of Det Norske)

Market resilience

Rystad highlighted how remarkably resilient the
offshore industry has been amid the downturn. The
very nature of offshore means that field developments take longer to come to fruition than the
shale business, with contracts typically lasting
longer due to the complexity and lead times for
equipment and services. This longer-lasting nature
of the majority of offshore contracts has acted as
something of a cushioning barrier for some service
companies during the depressed market.
As the oil price plunged from 2014 onward,
operators cut activity unanimously across all supply segments by an average of 40% in 2016. However, they differentiated between the segments,
according to Rystad, decreasing shale investments
by 66% but offshore investments by a milder, but
still crippling, 34% since 2014.
Cuts are cuts after all. Rystad’s latest analysis
holds little surprise, showing that E&P companies
have been hesitant to engage in greenfield projects
during the downturn, resulting in the lowest offshore project commitment since 1998.
Only $43 billion is estimated to be committed in 2016, a fall of more than 75% compared
to the average volumes sanctioned from 2011 to
2014. In terms of the number of projects, only
50 projects or so are expected to proceed. Rystad
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Regarding the global scenario
as of September 2016, Rystad’s Müller said, “We have
seen approval of fields with
cumulative resources of about
11 Bboe, similar to the whole
of 2015. There is likely to be
more sanctioning activity
happening in the last quarter of the year, so most likely
2015 has been the bottom in terms of sanction activity in this downcycle. During 2017-2018 we believe
sanctioning activity will be in the range of 40 Bboe
to 60 Bboe per year. This is similar to 2013-2014 but
still far below the activity levels from 2010-2012 of
80 Bboe to 90 Bboe sanctioned per year.”
How does that translate into forecast spending
for the period?
Müller said for the industry as a whole, total
expenditure (capex and opex) is expected to be at
similar levels in 2017 as in 2016. “Given that the
majority of expenditure trails the decision to develop
a field, the uptick in investments comes later than
the uptick in sanctioning activity. For shale developments, we believe that investments will increase from
2017 (short lead times), while for offshore developments we expect to see increased investments in field
development activity from 2019.”
Regarding global offshore capex specifically, he
added it was estimated to total $275 billion over
the period 2017-2018, rising encouragingly to $310
billion for the period 2019-2020.
Greenfield market

Looking specifically at today’s greenfield subsea
market, as much as 73% of the estimated spend in
2016 is related to contracts awarded prior to 2015,
Rystad said.

HyFleX

SUBSEA TREE SYSTEM

Unique ﬂexibility and ﬁeld-proven design
reduce life-of-ﬁeld costs.
Unlike conventional subsea trees, the HyFleX* subsea tree system enables independent installation and
recovery of the tubing hanger and tree, providing the beneﬁts of both vertical and horizontal conventional
trees without compromising capex or opex.
Featuring robust, ﬁeld-validated components and multiple installation and recovery options, the patented
HyFleX system helps you batch set wells, mitigate risk, and save signiﬁcant costs—over the life of the ﬁeld.
Find out more at

onesubsea.slb.com/HyFleX
*Mark of Schlumberger. © 2016 Schlumberger. All rights reserved. 16-OSS-179943
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“Noticeable contracts that still linger on are
Aasta Hansteen, Maria and Egina. For EPCI [engineering, procurement, construction and installation], the comparable number is 71%. Hebron,
Upper Zakum and Nasr are sizeable greenfield contracts that are still running. The key driver of the
margin decrease for subsea and EPCI have been
related to the greenfield contracts awarded in 2015
and 2016 along with renewal and renegotiations
of brownfield contracts,” Rystad stated in its latest
market summary.
Again, however, those cuts have been very real,
and their effects will be felt farther down the road.
To put things in perspective, due to the reduction
in order intake since the downturn began, oilfield
service companies have cut almost 30% of their
workforce, with their quarterly revenues declining by 12% on average over the last six quarters
to July 2016. “The size of the workforce cut is as
large as four companies similar to Schlumberger
combined,” according to Audun Martinsen, vice
president of oilfield service research at Rystad.
The danger, as he saw it in a recent market
update, was that there might not be enough service capacity for E&P companies to use when the
market recovers and investments start to rise. “The
Key Economic Metrics For Shale and Offshore
Principal source

Brent breakeven oil price

Payback time

USD/bbl

Years
70 USD/bbl

4
Shale/tight oil

50 USD/bbl2

50
8

11
Shallow water

50
15

current size of the service industry is not adequate
to provide deliveries on all the potential projects
that E&P companies might like to initiate over the
next years once oil prices rise,” he said.
Breakeven the buzzword

“Breakeven” has been perhaps the biggest buzzword of 2016 in the upstream business, taking over
the title from 2015’s champion “cost reduction.”
According to Rystad, shale and shallow-water
projects currently have the lowest breakeven oil
price of $50/bbl, while—perhaps surprisingly to
some—ultradeepwater fields have the third lowest
breakeven price of $65/bbl. The latter’s relatively
low breakeven price, Rystad said, is due to the large
reserve bases, which can offset the costs associated
with the technical challenges of the environment.
Rystad’s offshore estimates are based on the 30
largest projects within each group expected to be
sanctioned between 2016 and 2025.
Shale, however, has a big advantage in terms of
payback time, coming in lowest at four years assuming an oil price of $70/bbl and eight years at $50/bbl
as well as the highest internal rates of return.
In terms of breakeven price, shale and shallow
water are equally attractive, but with shale’s shorter
payback time it is likely
to see the largest growth
in capex (averaging 33%
IRR
annually over the next
%
five years), with offshore
25%
following a slower capex
recovery curve (about
10%
11% per year) due to the
lower sanctioning levels
14%
seen over the past two
years or so.
10%
Exploration time bomb

16

13%

82

Deep water

22

14
Ultradeep water

9%

19%

65
19

14%

(Source: Rystad Energy UCube and NASWellCube Premium)
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For any growth to occur
at all, of course, there
must be new reserves
to exploit, and this is
where the industry’s axe
on spending has fallen
hardest. Many believe
the much-reduced level
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of exploration drilling and lack of new discoveries
is a ticking time bomb that the industry will only
feel the effects of perhaps five years or more into
the future—just when it is expected to need to step
up its development and production performance to
meet forecast growing demand.
Statoil’s exploration
chief, Tim
Top 10 Global Offshore Projects by
Dodson, warned
Forecast Capex 2017-2018 (US $M)
at the Offshore
Mariner, U.K.
3,082.379
Northern Seas
Appomattox, U.S.
3,143.645
(ONS) 2016 event
Atapu & Berbigao (x-Iara), BR 3,510.085
in Norway, “If we
Ichthys, AU
3,638.974
stand still, the
Lula (X-Tupi), BR
4,231.259
world will just not
Egina, NG
4,801.902
have enough oil
Buzios (x-Franco), BR
5,034.978
and gas to meet
Zohr, EG
5,071.959
demand. We need
Johan Sverdrup, NO
5,230.891
to explore to fill
the gap. The indusShah-Deniz, AZ
8,850.585
Top 10 Global Offshore Projects by Forecast Capex 2017-2018 (US $M)
Shah-Deniz, AZ
Johan Sverdrup, NO
Zohr, EG
Buzios (x-Franco), BR
Egina, NG
Lula (X-Tupi), BR
Ichthys, AU
Atapu & Berbigao (x-Iara), BR
Appomattox, U.S.
Mariner, U.K.

Easy to cut

The problem is a logical one, being the natural consequence of the industry having cut its exploration
budgets to the bone. Global spending on exploration, from seismic studies to drilling, was cut to $40
billion in 2016 from about $100 billion in 2014,
said Andrew Latham, WoodMac’s vice president
for global exploration. Moving ahead, spending is
likely to remain at the same level through 2018, he
added, according to Bloomberg.
The shorter supplier contract commitments
make exploration easier to cut than development
projects, and exploration spending as a whole will
make up about 13% of the industry’s total spending,
down from up to 18% historically, Latham added.
The end result is that only 2.7 Bbbl of new
reserves were found in 2015. The exploration total
for new conventional crude reserves discovered
stood at 736 MMbbl as of August 2016, indicating
an even lower total is expected for this year.
With the U.S. Energy Information
Administration estimating that global oil
demand will keep growing from its current
level of 94.8 MMbbl/d in 2016 to 105.3
MMbbl/d in 2026, this lack of new reserves
being found is a major concern.
$1 trillion/year spend

Oil companies are well aware of the problem, of course. Shell’s CEO Ben van Beurden
0 1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000 6,000 7,000 8,000 9,000 10,000
was another speaker at ONS, and he fore(Source: Rystad Energy) cast that Shell and its fellow oil companies
would need to invest about $1 trillion per
try has depleted its stock of fields, so new discoveries year to continue to meet that future global demand,
need to be made.”
which he sees rising by between 1 MMbbl/d and 1.5
He added, “In any province the biggest discover- MMbbl/d year-on-year, especially as he also saw
ies are usually made fairly early in their exploration. about 5% of current production being lost to natuSo opening up new areas like the Barents Sea is a ral field declines each year.
must. We need to test big structures.”
Another offshore powerhouse, Petrobras of BraHe spoke out amid headlines that the indus- zil, has been focused heavily on reducing its corpotry’s number of new finds (both onshore and rate debt and exiting peripheral businesses outside
offshore) in 2015 was at its lowest level since of E&P. The good news is that it fully intends in
1947, according to Wood Mackenzie, with 2016 its latest 2017-2021 business plan to focus on the
not looking any better. Fellow analyst Rystad most profitable projects in deep water.
added fuel to the fire, pointing out that explorAccording to Petrobras CEO Pedro Parente, the
ers were currently replacing just 6% of resources company has reduced its five-year investment tarthey produce.
get to $74.1 billion from $98.4 billion in the prior
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The downturn in new field developments has meant that operators have been able to focus on other offshore
priorities, including much-needed revamps of existing facilities. Statoil took the opportunity to tow its Njord A
production facility to Kvaerner’s Stord yard in Norway in August for renovation and hull reinforcement. The
semisubmersible platform is due to return to work on the field, which has been onstream for nearly two decades,
for at least another 10 years. (Photo courtesy of Statoil)

plan. But, he said, “Petrobras wants to spend less
to produce the same. In oil and gas we won’t be a
smaller company.”
Its domestic oil production is targeted to grow
to 2.77 MMbbl/d in 2021, with the vast majority of
that coming from its offshore operations in the conventional deepwater and presalt areas. The focus of
its future investments will be on deepwater projects
with low breakeven costs, the company said.
This is why Brazil is expected, according to Rystad’s Müller, to remain the largest market in terms
of offshore field development investments over the
2017-2020 period (followed, interestingly, by Norway and the U.K. in second and third place).
Partnerships

Global Offshore Capex by Field Facility Type (US $M)
Subsea
Tieback

Floater

Fixed

Total
(US $M)

2010

22,671.68

31,843.24

82,701.82

137,216.8

2011

29,445.83

34,770.36

91,642.05

155,858.3

2012

38,439.99

44,500.58

106,040

188,980.5

2013

42,067.73

49,061.48

119,108.1

210,237.3

2014

43,668.49

55,356.28

131,265

230,289.8

2015

34,986.8

50,714.79

110,088.2

195,789.8

2016

30,318.13

43,933.87

89,480

163,732

2017

26,864.38

37,061.43

77,489.03

141,414.8

2018

30,405.77

33,769.9

71,399.53

135,575.2

2019

29,719.37

40,235.86

75,187.31

145,142.5

2020

31,919.49

50,920.76

82,984.58

165,824.8

Total

360,507.7

472,168.6

1,037,386

Year

1,870,062
Having such a large group of offshore discoveries in the presalt is a major advantage
Global Offshore Capex by Field Facility Type (US $M)
for Petrobras, which is expected to see the
250,000
company—badly scarred from its corrup200,000
tion scandal of recent years—looking to
150,000
prioritize partnerships with other major
100,000
producers to share their deepwater experience and technology.
50,000
Partnerships such as the above were
0
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
very presciently alluded to in last year’s
Offshore Technology Yearbook, when Roy
Subsea Tieback
Floater
Fixed
Long, ultradeepwater technology man(Source: Rystad Energy)
ager at the U.S. Department of Energy’s
National Energy Technology Laboratory said, “I
His thoughts have been proven right, with
think $40 oil is going to be the pressure that is industry collaboration very much seen as the key
going to get people to collaborate. When ideas for to commercializing and unlocking future offshore
cutting costs come out, I think there’s an oppor- reserves in addition to dozens of contractors comtunity again for collaboration.”
bining through mergers, partnerships and alliances
EPmag.com | November 2016 | 9
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Global Offshore Field Facility Capex by Water Depth (US $M)

Dual focus

Much of this collaboration is largely focused not
only on the end goal of reducing cost but also
Shelf (to 125 m) Total (US $M)
Year
(1500+m)
shortening field cycle time. The two are almost
2010
9,538.994
50,378.64
77,299.11
137,216.8
inextricably linked when tackling the offshore sec2011
12,033.76
56,834.94
86,989.54
155,858.3
tor’s prior reputation for soaring costs and major
2012
20,690.57
66,855.08
101,434.9
188,980.5
project delays.
2013
25,880.58
74,486.08
109,870.7
210,237.3
Sætre highlighted what can be achieved with
2014
32,282.82
79,784.95
118,222
230,289.8
costs, with the company managing to reduce the
development expense of the first phase of its Johan
2015
28,832.82
70,198
96,758.98
195,789.8
Sverdrup Field offshore Norway by 21%, equating
2016
24,986.78
59,087.09
79,658.13
163,732
to NOK 24 billion (US$2.9 billion). It also said it
2017
24,292.96
49,673.6
67,448.29
141,414.8
has achieved a breakeven price for the first phase of
2018
24,789.49
45,779
65,006.72
135,575.2
less than $25/bbl through efforts in debottleneck2019
27,372.15
47,380.57
70,389.82
145,142.5
ing and optimizing the processing facility, which
2020
30,518.83
53,977.32
81,328.66
165,824.8
raised its oil production capacity from an original
Sum
261,219.7
654,435.3
954,406.9
1,870,062
range of between
315,000 bbl/d to
Global Offshore Field Facility Capex by Water Depth (US $M)
380,000 bbl/d and
250,000
440,000 bbl/d.
200,000
Other improve150,000
ments came from
100,000
higher drilling
and well efficiency
50,000
and better project
0
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
planning and execution. First proUltradeep Water (1,500+m)
Deep Water (125-1,500 m)
Shelf (to 125 m)
duction is due to
(Source: Rystad Energy)
flow in late 2019.
Statoil currently has 30 projects in the presancto offer more streamlined, focused services to operators looking for more efficient fieldwide or even tion phase, where it also has brought this focus on
costs to bear. So far it has reduced the estimated
basinwide solutions.
Statoil’s CEO Eldar Sætre is very clear on why breakeven cost for these 30 potential developments
there is such a need for collaboration, admitting from $70/bbl to $41/bbl.
during a briefing in Norway, “On the opening day at
the last ONS two years ago the oil price was almost Shorter cycle times
$100/bbl. But the low oil price has exposed us all. Offshore project cycle time has been very much
We need a culture where we allow improvement, irre- a priority for Italian major Eni. Its chief exploration officer, Luca Bertelli, flagged up the company’s
spective of where we are in the commodity cycle.”
He continued, “We face new realities but also giant deepwater Zohr Field in the Mediterranean
new opportunities, so this is a time to lead and Sea offshore Egypt. This is a true offshore behealso to shape the industry. Culture and collab- moth, with estimated gross reserves of 849.5 Bcm
oration are key to the success of this transition: (30 Tcf) of gas.
The license, which contains Zohr, was only
Culture because fundamentally we have to change
how we work [and] collaboration because the chal- awarded to the company in 2014. The find was
lenge is bigger than any challenge the company made in August 2015, and it will go from discovery
to first-phase production via the world’s longest
can do on its own.”
Ultradeep Water

Deep Water
(125-1500 m)
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ever subsea-to-shore tieback in just 28 months,
which is a staggering achievement for a major project. The operator looked to accelerate the development throughout the process, shooting and
processing seismic early in a fast-track program and
taking early drilling options to get the well spudded
years ahead of the first original well slot.
This is a clear indicator of the way that offshore
projects, large and small, must go if they are to
compete on the global oil and gas stage.
Front-end focus

CEO of Aker Solutions Luis Araujo was in agreement. He said at ONS that the company has some
clients “who are teaming up with us and choosing us as a front-end partner in frame agreements,
so they can just give us the studies and get more
synergy, for example, in project repetition. A good
example is Det Norske, soon to be called Aker BP,
where we have this frame agreement with them and
we are going to start working and integrate with
them on tiebacks together with Subsea 7 bringing
their SURF [subsea umbilicals, risers and flowlines]
experience. So the same team with the same knowl-

edge moves from one team to another, enhancing
quality, reducing risks, and with speed, which is
very important now.
“We have to understand now in the offshore industry that we are competing in an industry with a very
short cycle, so we need to find a way to reduce our
cycle time, and for sure the front-end and the FEED
engineering is one of the most important ones. We
have to move away from what we used to do.”
Discussing offshore’s competition against
shale as a resource, he added that “there is a place
for everyone.”
For prolific deepwater fields, for example in the
Brazilian presalt, he said some of the tiebacks to
existing infrastructure meant that some deepwater
assets will be profitable and be developed, adding,
“Because right now we see that what the industry
is talking about is that the cheapest margin will be
produced—be it shale, be it conventional offshore
or be it in deep water, if it makes sense. As an industry, as we are focused on deep water and offshore,
we have to make sure that we reduce the cycle and
improve the costs. Simplify [and] standardize so
that we can compete.” n

The Mariner
project
offshore the
U.K. is due
onstream in
2018, and is No.
10 on the list
of the largest
offshore capex
projects (just
more than $3
billion) for the
forecast period
2017-2018,
according to
Rystad Energy.
Top of the
list is BP’s
Shah Deniz
development
in the Caspian
Sea offshore
Azerbaijan, at
nearly $9 billion
over the same
period. (Image
courtesy of
Statoil)
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Key Players Endure Testing Times
By Ariana Benavidez, Associate Managing Editor

Tackling the downturn’s challenges and focusing on
strategic planning have kept these 15 key players
ahead of the game.

O

perators who consistently stand out as
the offshore industry’s key players do so
because of their understanding of the global oil
and gas sector as a long-term game.
It is no accident that the biggest investors in new
offshore field projects under development over the
2016-2018 period are featured in the following list.
The top 10 projects alone represent capex of more
than $46 billion over the next two years, led by
BP’s latest phase of its Shah Deniz project offshore
Azerbaijan, which will see more than $8.8 billion
invested in the ongoing development and expansion of this giant field in the Caspian Sea.
This is being done during arguably the industry’s worst-ever downturn. As the industry slowly
transitions itself back toward healthier and more
cost-efficient times, these project investments—
sanctioned by the boards of these operators in
the full knowledge that the payback time for
such developments often needs to be measured
in decades rather than years—will not only be
sustained but increased as the need to find and
exploit more offshore reserves grows.
Fossil fuels currently meet about 80% of global
primary energy demand of 280 MMboe/d, and that
figure is set to rise by 2040 to about 360 MMboe/d.
Even after factoring in the very necessary improvements in the efficient use of energy around the
world and the growing use of other renewable
energy sources, about 75% of demand in 2040 is
still forecast to be met by fossil fuels. So in absolute terms fossil fuel use will continue to rise, even
though its overall share will have dropped.
The consequence is that new offshore oil and gas
reserves will need to be found and developed by the
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world’s key offshore players like those highlighted
below to help meet global energy needs.

BP
• Ranked No. 10 on 2016 list of Fortune
Global 500 companies
• 2016 capex expected to be below
$17 billion
BP operates in more than 70 countries, employs
79,800 people and currently produces 3.3 MMboe/d.
BP reported second-quarter 2016 profits of
$720 million on an underlying replacement
cost basis, compared with $532 million for
the previous quarter and $1.3 billion for second-quarter 2015, according to the company’s
second-quarter 2016 results report. The company’s first-half 2016 organic capex was $7.9
billion, and full-year 2016 capex is expected to
be below $17 billion.
BP is planning new upstream projects
that are expected to add 800,000 boe/d of
production by 2020. Of these, projects with
500 Mboe/d of new production capacity are
expected to be in place by year-end 2017. These
projects are on average already 70% complete
and ahead of both schedule and budget,
according to the report.
In July 2016, BP sanctioned the development of a
new major upstream project that will create 10,000
new jobs, a press release stated. The Tangguh LNG
expansion project in Indonesia will add a third LNG
production train and new platforms, wells and other
infrastructure to the existing facilities.

BP made the Atoll gas discovery in March of last
year. In June 2016, BP (with 100% interest) sanctioned the development of the Atoll Phase One gas
project offshore Egypt. The Atoll project is an early
production scheme that will bring up to 8.4 MMcm/d (300 MMcf/d) gross of gas to the Egyptian
domestic gas market starting in first-half 2018, a
press release stated.
In addition, BP Egypt made a gas discovery in
the Baltim South Development Lease in the East
Nile Delta, according to a June press release. The
Baltim SW-1 exploration well, drilled in water
depth of 25 m (82 ft) by operator IEOC (Eni),
reached a total depth of 3,750 m (12,303 ft) depth
and penetrated about 62 m (203 ft) of net gas pay
in high-quality Messinian sandstones. The discovery is producing 65,000 boe/d. BP holds a 50%
stake in the Baltim South Development lease, and
Eni’s subsidiary IEOC holds 50%.
Additionally, a new water injection project on
the Thunder Horse Field in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico began operation in May. The water injection is
expected to result in an additional 65 MMbbl from
Thunder Horse, a press release stated.
Furthermore, BP Norge and Det norske oljeselskap merged businesses on September 30 to form a
new independent Norwegian oil company, Aker BP,
in which BP will hold a 30% interest, Aker 40% and
other shareholders 30%. bp.com

Chevron Corp.
• Ranked No. 31 on 2016 list of Fortune
Global 500 companies
• 2.53 MMboe/d worldwide net
production in second-quarter 2016
Chevron reported a loss of $1.5 billion for second-quarter 2016, compared with earnings of $571
million in second-quarter 2015.
Worldwide net oil equivalent production was
2.53 MMbbl/d in second-quarter 2016, compared
with 2.60 MMbbl/d from a year ago, according to
Chevron’s second-quarter 2016 earnings release.
“Production increases from project ramp-ups in
the U.S., Angola, Canada and other areas were
more than offset by normal field declines, the

effect of asset sales, the Partitioned Zone shut-in,
maintenance-related downtime and the effects of
civil unrest in Nigeria,” the release stated.
Capex and exploratory expenditures in first-half
2016 were $12 billion, compared with $17.3 billion
in the corresponding 2015 period. Expenditures
for upstream represented 92% of the companywide total in second-quarter 2016, according to
the release.
In July, Chevron announced that its 50% owned
affiliate, Tengizchevroil (TCO), will proceed with
the development of its future growth and wellhead
pressure management project, which is expected to
increase crude oil production at the Tengiz oil field
in Kazakhstan by about 260,000 bbl/d, a company
press release stated. The project is estimated to
cost $36.8 billion, which includes $27.1 billion for
facilities, $3.5 billion for wells and $6.2 billion for
contingency and escalation. The project will raise
TCO’s total production to about 1 MMboe/d.
Chevron’s startups for 2016 include Alder,
Mafumeira Sul, Angola LNG, Chuandongbei and
Bangka. First production is expected in second-half
2016 for Alder, Mafumeira Sul and Bangka. In
addition, Angola LNG has achieved 75% capac-

The Jack/St.
Malo semisubmersible floating production
unit is the
largest of its
kind in the Gulf
of Mexico and
has a production capacity
of 170,000 bbl
of oil and 42
MMcf/d of
natural gas,
with the potential for future
expansion.
(Photo
courtesy of
Chevron)
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ity, and sustained production was expected in
third-quarter 2016.
Chevron’s Gorgon is one of the largest global
natural gas projects and is set to power the Asia-Pacific region, according to the company’s website.
The project has a total production capacity of about
73.6 MMcm (2.6 Bcf) of natural gas and 20,000
bbl/d of condensate. With a production lifespan of
40-plus years, the first LNG cargo was delivered in
March 2016.
“Together, Gorgon and Wheatstone will position Chevron as Australia’s largest LNG producer
and Australia as one of the world’s largest LNG
exporters,” said Roy Krzywosinski, former managing director at Chevron Australia.
The company’s Jack and St. Malo fields, located
south of New Orleans in the Gulf of Mexico, has
a production lifespan of 30-plus years and initial
facility capacity of 170,000 bbl/d of oil. Field development occurred in two stages. Stage 1 was put
in production in 2014 on time and under budget.
Stage 2 involved the acquisition of new seismic
data, the drilling of four additional development
wells (two each at the Jack and St. Malo fields) and
completion of the associated subsea infrastructure,
according to the company’s website. Construction
was expected to begin in 2016. chevron.com

CNOOC Ltd.
• Third largest national oil company
in the Republic of China
• Made six new discoveries in
first-half 2016
China National Offshore Oil Corp., or CNOOC
Group, is a major national oil company in China. It is
the third largest national oil company in the Republic
of China, after CNPC and China Petrochemical Corp.
The company made steady progress during firsthalf 2016, according to a CNOOC press release.
Regarding exploration, CNOOC made six new discoveries and drilled 26 successful appraisal wells.
Among which, the company made six new discoveries and drilled 20 successful appraisal wells in offshore China while it drilled six successful appraisal
wells overseas.
14 | November 2016 | hartenergy.com

The four projects scheduled to come onstream
in 2016 “have been running smoothly,” according
to the company release. Kenli 10-4 oil field located
in the South of Bohai began production in January,
and the Panyu 11-5 oil field in the South China Sea
commenced production in April. Two other new
projects also are continuing smoothly. The Weizhou
12-2 oilfield joint development project (Weizhou
12-2) and Weizhou 11-4 North oilfield Phase II project (Weizhou 11-4 North), both in the South China
Sea, started production around February.
The company’s first-half 2016 all-in cost was
$34.86/boe, a decrease of 15.5% year-on-year (yoy).
Of which, operating cost decreased by 22.7% yoy
to $7.42/boe and recorded a decrease yoy for
both offshore China and overseas operations, the
release stated.
CNOOC’s total net oil and gas production
reached 241.5 MMboe in first-half 2016. Net production from offshore China was 160.1 MMboe, with an
increase of 2.4% yoy, mainly attributable to the newly
commenced projects in Bohai and Western South
China Sea, the company said. Net production from
overseas decreased by 2.9% to 81.5 MMboe, resulting
from the shutdown of the Long Lake project by the
impact of the incident. cnoocltd.com

Eni
• Ranked No. 65 on 2016 list of Fortune
Global 500 companies
• Gas discovery made in Nile Delta
offshore Egypt
With operations in 69 countries, Eni S.p.A. is an
Italian multinational oil and gas company and one
of the global supermajors.
The company has achieved five out of the six
main startups scheduled for 2016, among which
was the Goliat oil field in the Barents Sea, according
to Eni’s second-quarter and first-half 2016 results
release. Production started at the Goliat oil field
in license PL229 in March 2016. Goliat is the first
producing oil field in the Barents Sea. “Production
has achieved the full-field plateau at 100 kbbl/d (65
kbbl/d net to Eni),” the release stated. Goliat is estimated to contain about 180 MMbbl of oil reserves.
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Also in March, Eni signed a farm-out agreement
with Chariot Oil & Gas to enter into Rabat Deep
Offshore exploration permits I-VI, located in the
Northern Atlantic Margin of Morocco. The agreement makes Eni the operator with a 40% stake of
the license and gives the exploration rights over an
area of 10,780 sq km (4,162 sq miles), with a water
depth ranging from 150 m to 3,500 m (492 ft to
11,483 ft) so far unexplored and with the prospect
of finding liquid hydrocarbons. At completion of
the agreement, the license will include Eni (operator,
40%), Woodside (25%), Chariot (10%) and the Office
National des Hydrocarbures et des Mines (25%).
Additionally, Eni was awarded the Cape Three
Points Block 4 exploration license, which is located
in the prolific Tano Basin offshore Ghana, a March
2016 press release stated. The license was awarded to
a joint venture that involves Eni Ghana (42.4691%
stake) as operator, Vitol Upstream Tano (33.9753%
stake), Ghana National Petroleum Corp. (10% stake),
Woodfields Upstream Ghana (9.5556% stake) and
GNPC Exploration and Production Co. (4% stake).
The new block covers an area of 1,127 sq km (435 sq
miles) in water depths ranging from 100 m to 1,200
m (328 ft to 3,937 ft) and partially surrounds the
Offshore Cape Three Points (OCTP) Block.
Eni operates the OCTP project, which involves
the integration and synergic development of the
various oil and gas discoveries (Sankofa Main,
Sankofa East and Gye-Nyame). The OCTP oil production startup is expected in 2017, and the gas
production, which will supply the domestic market
for power generation, is expected in 2018.
In June 2016, Eni made a gas discovery in the
Baltim South West exploration prospect in the
conventional waters of the Nile Delta offshore
Egypt. The discovery enhanced the potential of the
so-called “Great Nooros Area” by up to 70 Bcm to
80 Bcm (2.4 Tcf to 2.8 Tcf) of gas in place, which is
currently producing from the Nooros Field.
Furthermore, in the second quarter Eni reported
an adjusted operating profit of €$210 million, down
88% year-over-year, according to Eni’s second-quarter and first-half 2016 results release. “This decline
reflected a lower contribution from the E&P segment (down by 1.23 billion [US$1.3 billion], or
78%) driven by a prolonged downturn in commod16 | November 2016 | hartenergy.com

ity prices and the production shutdown at the Val
d’Agri profit centre for the whole second quarter,”
the release stated. eni.com

Exxon Mobil
• Ranked No. 6 on 2016 list of Fortune
Global 500 companies
• Oil discovery made offshore Guyana
Exxon Mobil Corp. is a multinational oil and gas
corporation with subsidiaries including Mobil,
Imperial Oil, Exxon Mobil Chemical Co., XTO
Energy and more.
In second-quarter 2016, the company made
estimated earnings of $1.7 billion, compared to
$4.2 billion a year earlier, a press release stated.
The second quarter reflected upstream earnings
of $294 million and production volumes of 4
MMboe/d. Additionally, capex and exploration
expenses were reduced to $5.2 billion or 38% compared to a year earlier.
First-half 2016 earnings were reported at $3.5
billion, compared to $9.1 billion in 2015.
In June the company’s Liza-2 well in the Stabroek Block offshore Guyana confirmed an oil
discovery with a recoverable resource between 800
MMboe and 1.4 Bboe. Liza-2 is the second well on
the 6.6-million acre Stabroek Block and is drilled to
5,475 m (17,963 ft).
In April Exxon Mobil started production at
Point Thomson, which is the first company-operated project on Alaska’s North Slope. At full-rate
production, the facility is designed to produce up
to 10,000 bbl/d of natural gas condensate and 5.6
MMcm (200 MMcf) of recycled gas. The recycled
gas is reinjected for future recovery. The company
expected to reach those levels when the west pad
was scheduled to go online in the third quarter.
In addition, production at the Julia oil field in
the Gulf of Mexico started ahead of schedule with
project costs under budget, an April press release
stated. The initial development phase, with a gross
design capacity of 34,000 bbl/d of oil, uses capital-efficient subsea tiebacks to Chevron’s existing
infrastructure and is located 426 km (265 miles)
southwest of New Orleans in water depths of more
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than 2,133.6 m (7,000 ft). The first
and second wells have started production. The Maersk Viking drillship
is currently drilling a third well,
which is expected to come online in
early 2017. exxonmobil.com

INPEX
• Largest oil and gas E&P
company in Japan by
production volume,
reserves
• Ichthys LNG project
currently under
development
INPEX Corp. is the largest oil and
gas E&P company in Japan and is
involved in about 70 projects across
more than 20 countries. The company reported net production of
32.3 Mboe/d of crude oil in Eurasia, 22.5 Mboe/d
of natural gas and 3.2 Mboe/d of crude oil in Japan,
and 248.4 Mboe/d of crude oil in the Middle East
and Africa, according to its 2016 sustainability
report released in August. INPEX also reported 15.5
Mboe/d of natural gas and 7.3 Mboe/d of crude oil
in the Americas and 136.6 Mboe/d of natural gas
and 48 Mboe/d of crude oil in Asia and Oceania.
In the future the company aims to achieve a net
production volume of 1 MMboe/d by the early 2020s.
The company’s Ichthys LNG Project is currently
under development in Australia. The project had
reached an overall completion rate of about 87% as
of June. Production volume for LNG is 8.9 million
tons/ year and LPG is 1.6 million tons/year. Condensate was reported at about 100,000 bbl/d (at peak),
according to the company’s website. The company
will proceed with development work, and production is expected to begin in third-quarter 2017.
In September the Ichthys LNG project’s central processing and FPSO facilities safely started
their main power generators, according to The
Australian Pipeliner. The Ichthys LNG project
comprises an onshore LNG processing plant,
offshore processing facilities, condensate stor-

age, a 500-MW combined-cycle power plant and
an 890-km (552-mile), 42-in. diameter offshore
pipeline. The project will develop gas from the
Ichthys gas field, located in permit WA-285-P in
the Browse Basin, about 200 km (124 miles) offshore northwest Australia. INPEX is the operator
with 62.245% interest. inpex.co.jp/english

The National Iranian Oil Co.

The Ichthys
LNG Project’s
central
processing
facility is
the world’s
largest semisubmersible
unit. (Source:
Inpex)

• Aiming to increase oil production to
4 MMbbl/d by year-end 2016
• Currently producing 3.8 MMbbl/d
The National Iranian Oil Co. (NIOC), a government-owned corporation under the direction of the
Ministry of Petroleum of Iran, is an oil and natural gas producer and distributor headquartered in
Tehran. As of September, the company held 156.53
Bbbl of liquid hydrocarbons and 33.79 Tcm of natural gas, according to the NIOC’s website.
Iran is aiming to increase its oil production to
4 MMbbl/d by year-end 2016 depending on market demand. The NIOC is currently producing 3.8
MMbbl/d. http://en.nioc.ir
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Noble Energy
• Second-quarter global offshore sales
volumes were 145 Mboe/d
• 368,000 net acreage in the deepwater
GoM
Noble Energy Inc. is an independent oil and natural
gas E&P company with operations onshore U.S., in
the deepwater Gulf of Mexico (GoM), offshore West
Africa and in the Eastern Mediterranean area.
The company reported 368,000 net acreage
and proved reserves of 36 MMboe in the deepwater GoM as of year-end 2015. Sales volumes were
reported at 27 Mboe/d in second-quarter 2016.
Noble brought the Big Bend and Dantzler
fields online in late 2015. Crude oil and condensate comprised more than 85% of the expected production. First production began at its Gunflint oil
development in July 2016.
The company also operates offshore West Africa
with more than 1 million net acres and 151 MMboe
total proved reserves reported at year-end 2015. Sales
volumes were reported at 72 Mboe/d in second-quarter 2016. Noble operates blocks O and I offshore
Equatorial Guinea and also has interest in about
168,000 gross undeveloped acres offshore Cameroon.
The company also participates in the Alba Field.
“A compression project at the nonoperated Alba Field
was completed in July 2016 and will help sustain production levels for that field. A 3-D seismic program
over our operated areas in EG [Equatorial Guinea] is
under evaluation to assess new exploration opportunities or additional development, and we are leveraging our success into a broadening regional approach,”
the company stated on its website.
In addition, a 3-D multiclient seismic survey was
completed in Block F15 offshore Gabon. The company is processing the data and evaluating the prospectivity of the block, an August press release stated.
Noble’s Mediterranean Sea net acreage totaled
805,000 and total proved reserves were 65 Bcm
(2.3 Tcf) as of year-end 2015. Sales volumes were
reported at 7.8 MMcm (276 MMcf/d) as of second-quarter 2016.
“With the 10 Tcf [283 Bcm] Tamar Field already
online, the 22 Tcf [622.9 Bcm] Leviathan Field
18 | November 2016 | hartenergy.com

appraised and flow tested and a discovery offshore
Cyprus, we are well positioned to supply natural
gas to the [Mediterranean] region for many years,”
the company said on its website.
The company’s capex for second-quarter
2016 was $262 million, down about 70% from
second-quarter 2015 pro forma for the Rosetta
Resources Inc. merger, a company release stated.
For second-quarter 2016, about 65% of the capital was allocated to U.S. onshore and about 35%
to global offshore (including GoM and international). The second-quarter global offshore sales
volumes were 145 Mboe/d, an increase of 25% compared to second-quarter 2015. nobleenergyinc.com

Oil and Natural Gas Corp. Ltd.
• Plans to increase crude oil output in
fiscal year 2017
• Made two gas discoveries offshore
western India
Oil and Natural Gas Corp. Ltd. (ONGC) is an
Indian multinational oil and gas company headquartered in India.
In February ONGC reported two gas
finds offshore western India. Exploratory
well MBSO53NAA#1 was drilled in NELP Block
MB-OSN-2005/3 in the Mumbai Offshore
Basin, investigating the Pliocene Chinchini Formation. According to ONGC, this was the first
discovery beyond the shelf margin and also the
first in the Pliocene Formation in the Mumbai
Offshore Basin.
The company also made a gas discovery in well
GK-28#10 (GK-28-L) in the GK-28 concession in
the Kutch offshore region of the Western Offshore Basin. The well was exploring Nakhtarana
(Palaeocene), Jakhau (Early Eocene) and Chhasra
(Mid-Miocene age) formations and the Deccan
basalt. The state-owned company’s Kutch offshore
project was scheduled to start gas production in
2016. “This is the first gas pool discovered in Deccan basalts in the entire Western Offshore and may
prove significant in terms of adding much needed
critical gas volumes to GK-28/GK-42 development
project,” ONGC said in a February statement.
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In March the company approved a $5 billion
deepwater development plan for the Cluster 2 oil
and gas fields in the Block KG-DWN-98/2 in the
Krishna-Godawari Basin offshore eastern India.
First gas is planned by June 2019, with first oil by
March 2020 and overall completion in June 2020.
In addition, ONGC and Aqualis Offshore set a
new pre-monsoon rig move record in June offshore
India that involved 33 mobile offshore drilling units
(MODUs). The assignment covered 31 MODUs on
the west coast and two on the east coast, placing
each on its respective monsoon location before the
onset of the seasonal adverse weather conditions.
According to ONGC’s Perspective Plan 2030,
it plans to produce 130 million tonnes of oil and
natural gas with 70 million tonnes coming from its
domestic production and the rest from its overseas
subsidiary ONGC Videsh Ltd.
“ONGC is optimistic about increasing crude oil
output in FY17 [fiscal year 2017] primarily due to
production from S2AB deepwater fields in eastern
offshore. In addition, incremental production is
expected after completion of redevelopment activities at Mumbai High-North, B-173A and few other
well engineering activities,” The Financial Express
reported in an April article. ongcindia.com

Pemex
• Eighth largest oil producer worldwide
• 79% of crude oil output is produced
offshore
Founded in 1938, Mexican state-owned petroleum
company Pemex is the eighth largest oil producer
worldwide, according to a 2015 ranking by Petroleum Intelligence Weekly.
The company brought in $6.6 billion in operating income in second-quarter 2016, according
to a company financial report. The second quarter
also reported a crude oil production average of 2.2
MMbbl/d, a 2.2% decrease compared to a year earlier. In fact, 79% of the company’s crude oil output
is produced offshore, as of June 30. In addition,
total natural gas production amounted to 4.9 Bcf/d
for the second quarter, a decrease of 8.4% compared
to a year earlier.
20 | November 2016 | hartenergy.com

Pemex adjusted its capex and opex from an average of $50/bbl to $25/bbl, according to a May 2016
investor presentation.
The company also is ranked No. 98 on 2016 list
of Fortune Global 500 companies.
“Historically, from 2009 to 2014, taxes have
accounted for 127% of operating income,” the presentation stated. “Since 2015, Pemex is subject to a new
fiscal regime that is more in line with the rest of the
industry but is still not able to deduct all of its costs.
The announced Fiscal Relief will help to improve this.”
Discoveries in first-half 2016 included the Teca-1
well in the Southeastern Basin, which confirmed
the production potential of extra-light crude oil.
Additionally, the completion of the Nobilis-1 well
in the Perdido area increased the exploration of the
oil-producing areas of this project.
In August the Trion Field was approved as the first
subcontracted site to be offered by Pemex and the
Comisión Nacional de Hidrocarburos for the Gulf of
Mexico’s (GoM) deepwater bidding round, according
to a GlobalData report. Pemex intends to achieve 395
MMbbl of oil and 11.4 Bcm (404 Bcf) of gas from the
field’s development. Expected to be farmed out by
year-end 2016, the field is the biggest to be subcontracted in the deepwater GoM. Pemex reports suggest
that the field’s reservoirs are of higher quality compared with the Perdido area in the U.S. The total cost
of development of Trion is estimated to be $11 billion
due to its remote location. pemex.com

Petrobras
• Ranked No. 58 on 2016 list of Fortune
Global 500 companies
• Plans to reduce the leverage (net
debt/EBITDA) of 5.3 in 2015 to 2.5
in 2018
The Petrobras investment portfolio gives priority to
oil E&P projects in Brazil, with emphasis on deep
waters, the company told Hart Energy. The company plans to invest $74.1 billion between 2017 and
2021, when production in Brazil and abroad should
reach 3.41 MMboe/d.
The company’s second-quarter 2016 results
included operating income of $2,048 million and
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production of 2.8 MMbbl/d, according to the
company’s website.
In July Petrobras started up the Lula Central production system with the interconnection of the first
production well (8-LL-81D-RJS) to FPSO Cidade
de Saquarema and the production stabilization at
about 30,000 bbl/d, a press release stated. Located
in the Lula Field in the Santos Basin off the coast of
Rio de Janeiro, this is the 10th largest definitive production system operating in the presalt layer. The
complete scope of the Lula Central project includes
18 wells: 9 production and 9 injection. Lula Central
was the second system to start up in 2016. With this
project, Petrobras is aiming to achieve its annual
target of 2.145 MMbbl/d of oil in Brazil.
In August Petrobras and Statoil stroked a deal
to form partnerships in mature offshore fields to
improve the oil recovery factors of the assets located
in the Campos and Santos basins, a press release
stated. The companies also will work together to
create proposals for their joint participation in
future bids for exploratory areas, thus extending
their current partnership in Brazil and abroad. Currently, Petrobras and Statoil have formed consortiums in 13 blocks in the E&P phase, 10 of which
are in Brazil and three abroad.
Petrobras and its partners produce 1.36
MMboe/d (as of August 2016) from the presalt
layer, at an extraction cost of less than $8/boe.
However, Petrobras’ debt is five times its cash generation, and the company is targeting a 50% reduction by 2020, according to an August EnergyVoice.
com article. An additional August report by PetroleumWorld.com stated that Petrobras has “a divestment plan aimed at strengthening its cashflow by
$15.1 billion by the end of 2016.” petrobras.com/en

PETRONAS
• Ranked No. 125 on 2016 list of
Fortune Global 500 companies
• Second-quarter 2016 total assets
reported at $140 billion
Petroliam Nasional Berhad (PETRONAS) is Malaysia’s fully integrated oil and gas multinational and
ranked among the largest corporations on the For-

tune Global 500 list. As a resource owner and host
authority in Malaysia, PETRONAS is responsible
for the effective management and sustainable development of the country’s oil and gas resource base.
PETRONAS reported a pretax profit for firsthalf 2016 (after taking into account impairments)
of RM10.0 billion (US$2.4 billion), a 68% decrease
from RM31.6 billion (US$8.7 billion) in first-half
2015. Cash flows from operating activities for firsthalf 2016 were RM25.6 billion (US$6.2 billion), a
26% reduction from first-half 2015.
The company’s total assets were RM567.5 billion
(US$141 billion) as of June 30, 2016, according to
an August press release.
The company’s capital investment totaled
RM25.2 billion (US$6.3 billion) as of June 30, 2016,
mainly attributed to the RAPID project in Johor,
domestic upstream capex and the SAMUR project
in Sabah. Both RAPID and SAMUR projects are
currently on track.
PETRONAS’ first floating LNG facility, PFLNG
SATU, is currently progressing toward its “ready
for startup date” at the Kanowit gas field offshore
Sarawak after making a 3,926-km (2,120-nautical
mile) journey from Okpo, South Korea, to Malaysia
in May.
Other 2016 operational highlights included the
successful commissioning of the Gladstone LNG

PETRONAS
has operations
in more than
20 countries
with onshore
and offshore
developments.
(Photo courtesy
of PETRONAS)
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In this photo
taken Oct.
7, 2008, the
Perdido spar
lies horizontal
in the Gulf of
Mexico. The
spar had to be
moved from
a horizontal
to a vertical
position. (Photo
courtesy of
Shell)

Train 2, which hit first production in May and
first cargo in June, as well as the company’s first
hydrocarbon (one greenfield and two brownfields).
petronas.com.my

Shell
• Ranked No. 5 on 2016 list of Fortune
Global 500 companies
• Completed $50 billion acquisition of
BG Group
Royal Dutch Shell Plc operates in 70-plus countries and has an average of 93,000 employees. The
company produced 3 MMboe/d, spent $1.1 billion
on R&D and reported revenue of $265 billion in
2015. Cash flow from operating activities for second-quarter 2016 was $2.3 billion.
In February Shell completed its $50 billion
acquisition of BG Group, making Shell the largest
foreign oil company in Brazil.
Shell and its joint venture started oil production
from Phase 3 of the deepwater Parque das Conchas
(BC-10) development in Brazil’s Campos Basin
in March. “Production for this final phase of the
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project is expected to add up to
20,000 barrels of oil equivalent
per day (boe/d) at peak production,” a press release stated.
Shell’s other major offshore
projects, which currently are
onstream, include Bonga
North West offshore Nigeria; Cardamom, Mars B, Perdido and Stones in the GoM;
Gumusut-Kakap offshore
Malaysia; and Ormen Lange
offshore Norway.
Shell began production at
the Stones development in the
GoM in September. Stones
is expected to produce about
50,000 boe/d when fully ramped
up at year-end 2017, according
to a company press release.
The company’s Prelude
floating LNG (FLNG) facility will be the largest floating production facility
worldwide. It will be longer than four soccer fields
and displace six times as much water as the largest aircraft carrier, according to the company. The
facility will stay at the location to develop gas field
for 20 to 25 years. Construction of the Prelude
FLNG project is under way.
In July Shell made a new deepwater exploration
discovery in the GoM. The initial estimated recoverable resources for the Fort Sumter well are more
than 125 MMboe, a press release stated.
Additionally, Shell’s second deepwater project in
Malaysia is the country’s first tension-leg platform
(TLP) designed to float at sea while moored securely
to the seabed 500 m (1,640 ft) below. The Shell and
Technip-MMHE joint venture successfully completed the onshore fabrication and commissioning
of the Malikai deepwater platform at Pasir Gudang
in Peninsular Malaysia in June. The main drilling
campaign was scheduled to take place in 2016.
Furthermore, Royal Dutch Shell Plc, through its
affiliate Shell Offshore Inc., made an agreement to
sell 100% of its record title interest in GoM Green
Canyon blocks 114, 158, 202 and 248, referred to
as the Brutus/Glider assets, to EnVen Energy Corp.,
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through its affiliate EnVen Energy Ventures LLC,
according to an August press release. shell.com

Statoil
• Ranked No. 145 on 2016 list of
Fortune Global 500 companies
• Adjusted earnings of $913 million in
second-quarter 2016
Statoil reported adjusted earnings of $857 million
in first-quarter 2016 and a net operating income
of $180 million and adjusted earnings of $913
million in second-quarter 2016, according to a
financial statement.
Statoil was awarded six licensing options offshore Ireland in March. The six licensing options
awarded to Statoil total about 7,700 sq km (2,973
sq miles) in the Porcupine Basin in water depths
ranging between 1,100 m and 3,150 m (3,609 ft and
10,335 ft). Statoil and Exxon Mobil each hold 50%
equity in all the licensing options.
In August Statoil and Petrobras signed a memorandum of understanding with the intentions to
jointly participate in future tenders for exploration areas and to increase upstream collaboration
in producing fields in the offshore Santos and
Campos basins.
In addition, Statoil’s Gullfaks Rimfaksdalen
Field is now onstream. The project, located in the
North Sea, delivered is more than NOK 1 billion
(US$120 million) below the estimate of the plan
for development and operation (PDO), reducing
costs from NOK 4.8 billion (US$580 million) to
about NOK 3.7 billion (US$447 million), a press
release stated.
As for Statoil’s Johan Sverdrup, the PDO for
Phase 1 called for project presanction of future
phases to be made in first-half 2017, and a final
investment decision will be reached and PDO
will be submitted in second-half 2018, an August
press release stated. Full-field production start
will be 2022.
Moreover, the company’s Njord A platform,
which should have ceased production in 2013,
will be reinforced and renovated for production
beyond 2030.

Additionally, Statoil and its partners submitted
the PDO and the field development plan for the
Utgard gas and condensate discovery in the North
Sea to Norwegian and U.K. authorities in August.
Recoverable reserves are estimated at 56.4 MMboe,
whereas capex is projected at about NOK 3.5 billion
(US$423 million). The Utgard wells are scheduled
to come onstream at year-end 2019.
In April Statoil released the new subsea concept Cap-X, which is designed to reduce cost and
increase efficiency. “Cap-X is a combination of
existing and new technology. It is one-fourth the
size of today’s subsea templates and enables more
operations from vessel instead of rig. The technology increases the efficiency of horizontal drilling
in shallow reservoirs. The main structure of the
technology can be produced in shorter time by a
larger number of suppliers, with potential for local
production,” a press release stated.
Looking forward, “Statoil aims to conduct a
major exploration campaign in several parts of the

The Njord A
platform will
be reinforced
and renovated
for production
beyond 2030.
(Photo by
Thomas Sola,
courtesy of
Statoil)
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Final
positioning of
the Moho Nord
tension-leg
platform took
place off the
Congolese
coast. (Photo
courtesy of
Total)

Barents Sea in 2017. The company is also strengthening its position in the area through several transactions with other companies,” an August press
release stated. statoil.com

Total
• Ranked No. 24 on 2016 list of Fortune
Global 500 companies
• $2.2 billion reported in secondquarter 2016
Total is the world’s fourth-ranked oil and gas company based on market capitalization in U.S. dollars
as of December 2015. The company operates in
more than 130 countries and has 100,000 employees. The E&P branch undertakes the company’s oil
and natural gas exploration, development and production operations, and employs more than 15,000
people in about 50 countries with production in 30
of these, totaling 2.35 MMboe/d in 2015.
Total has several flagship technology offshore projects including Egina, Laggan Tormore,
Kaombo and Moho Nord.
Located 130 km (81 miles) off the Nigerian
coast, Egina is an ultradeepwater strategic project
in water depths of between 1,400 m (4,593 ft) and
1,700 m (5,577 ft). When fully complete 44 planned
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subsea wells will be connected via umbilicals to
an FPSO vessel designed
to hold 2.3 MMbbl of
oil, Total’s largest to
date. First oil is expected
in 2018 with a forecast
production capacity of
200,000 bbl/d. Total is
operator (24%) with partners CNOOC and Petrobras Sapetro.
Located 125 km (78
miles) north west of the
Shetland Islands at a
water depth of 600 m
(1,968 ft), Laggan Tormore is the deepest major
development on the U.K.
continental shelf that came onstream this year. A
143-km (89 miles) subsea tieback (one of the world’s
longest) to Shetland avoids manned operations in
the harsh environment of the northeast Atlantic.
Peak production is expected to be 90,000 boe/d representing 8% of U.K. demand. Total is operator (60%)
with partners Dong Energy and SSE E&P.
Located off the Angolan coastline, Kaombo is
an ultradeepwater project at depths of between
1,400 m and 1,950 m (6,397 ft). Tapping oil from
across six fields, Kaombo will require about 300 km
(186 miles) of subsea pipelines connecting to two
FPSO units, both converted from crude carriers.
Estimated oil production capacity will be 230,000
bbl/d, with first oil expected in 2017. Total is operator (30%) with partners Sonangol P&P, Sonangol
Sinopec International, Esso and Galp.
Finally, Moho Nord is located off the coast
of the Republic of Congo in water depths of
between 600 m and 1,100 m (3,609 ft). It will be
the largest oil project undertaken in that country when complete 17 subsea wells will connect
to a floating production unit with a further 17
developed from a tension-leg platform. Moho
Nord will have an expected production capacity
of 100,000 bbl/d, and first oil is expected in 2017.
Total is operator (53.5%) with partners Chevron
and SNPC. total.com n
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Advancing Under Pressure: Subsea
Simplifying to Survive and Thrive
By Steve Sasanow, Contributing Editor

In light of the savage cutbacks in offshore
development spending that have taken place over
the past two years, a pair of pioneering projects
have come to fruition that show exactly what worldclass subsea technologies can achieve.

G

E Oil & Gas was one company vigorously
waving the flag when it trumpeted the completion by operator Norske Shell of a successful
testing program of the deepwater Ormen Lange
Field subsea compression pilot, a project in which
it played a key part.
At virtually the same time the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate (NPD) awarded its IOR prize to
Statoil and its partners on the Åsgard Field for
its subsea compression system—this time already
installed on the seabed as an operational part of the
production system.
These successes might seem like reason enough
for the subsea sector to rejoice, but in reality they
are salutary reminders of the fickle nature of offshore economics. It is difficult to believe that either
of these flagship projects, which involve complex
systems comprising some of the most sophisticated
components ever put together, could possibly be
sanctioned in today’s low oil price environment.

Capex focus

Operators these days are more interested in finding
ways to reduce their capex budgets on specific projects
than to talk about ways to deploy new technology.
And well they should. If capex costs had
remained as high as they were two years ago when
the oil price crash began, the list of new developments—particularly those in deep waters—would
have been very short.
26 | November 2016 | hartenergy.com

So Statoil has been trumpeting how it is slashing
the capex on its giant Johan Sverdrup Field development, one of the biggest offshore projects in the
world, as well as on its upcoming Johan Castberg
Field FPSO unit in the Barents Sea. On the former,
it has taken a 21% slice off the development cost for
the field’s Phase 1, reducing it to NOK 99 billion
(US$12 billion) and resultantly cutting the forecast
breakeven cost to US$25/bbl. On the latter, Statoil
has shifted the concept from the original one of a
semisubmersible production unit and a pipeline
to shore to an alternative FPSO solution, nearly
halving the original NOK 100 billion project price
tag down to a more manageable NOK 50 billion to
NOK 60 billion (US$6.1 billion to US$7.3 billion).
Cost reduction drive

Such cost reduction drives are not unique in Norway, which has always been viewed as a high capex
sector. But the NPD noted there has been a reduction of 40% from the original proposed capex on
eight ongoing and upcoming developments since
2014. The reason behind these reductions includes
altered development solutions, such as at Castberg
and Snorre Expansion (floating production to subsea) and the reduced cost of drilling as a result of
falling day rates for floating rigs.
The NPD did go on to issue a warning, however.
Ingrid Sølvberg, director of developments and operations, said that minimizing upfront capex could

One of the two seabed compressor trains (left) on the up-and-running first-generation Asgard Field subsea gas
compression system is depicted next to a conceptual second-generation system, which would be half the size and
weight. (Image courtesy of Aker Solutions)

result in higher costs and less flexibility in later
phases of field developments, while avoiding new
technology could see poorer resource management.
There is more of the same across the median
line in U.K. waters. Operator EnQuest has applied
a significant slide-rule to its heavy oil Kraken Field
FPSO project, which had an original price tag in
November 2013 of $3.2 billion. The latest reduction reported in early September of $150 million
added to earlier confirmed cuts of $425 million,
bringing the new gross figure to $2.6 billion.
Over at Ithaca Energy’s Greater Stella Area
regional development scheme in the Central North
Sea, the operator has whittled down its opex bill by
moving oil export from shuttle tanker offloading
into the Norpipe export system some time in 2017
after the planned startup in late 2016.
In a notably high-cost sector, U.K. operators also
have been looking at the ongoing costs of running
their fields. Ithaca has reduced its brownfield opex
by $5/boe, a reduction of 16%, which puts the profitability of its Greater Stella Area asset on a firmer
footing as well as its other older assets such as the
subsea Cook Field and the long-producing onshore
Wytch Farm Field on England’s southern coast.
Across the Atlantic, Petrobras has focused its
cost-saving exercises on its high-profile deepwater
projects in several areas. It has achieved success in cutting well construction costs by reducing the number

of casing strings in its subsea wells. The Brazil-based
major also has saved on the equipment side, for example, by using freestanding catenary risers.
Subsea under pressure

Everywhere subsea developments are under cost
pressures. Some companies are trying to trump
subsea technology by luring operators over to alternative concepts that they claim are more economic.
Three decades ago or so, subsea was matched up
against wellhead platforms. It seems not much has
changed, although it is now a case of “turnabout
is fair play.”
The Aberdeen branch of Danish engineering
house Ramboll Oil & Gas has suggested that its
“stripped to the bone” unmanned minimum facilities platform concept should replace both the traditional unmanned platform and subsea options
if the U.K. sector is to achieve the “maximum economic recovery” being sought following the Wood
report of early 2016.
The concept that Ramboll’s U.K. head Tim Martin is promoting is to develop the “small pools”
that total 1 Bboe of the U.K.’s estimated remaining
resources, which is not a million miles away from
the “subsea on a stick” solution that Statoil chose
for its Oseberg Vestflanken 2 scheme in December
2015. This design has no helipad (it uses the “walk
to work” concept with vessel transfer) and limited
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A sizeable
proposition
weighing in at
2,500 tonnes
and 75 m (246
ft) in length,
the prizewinning Asgard
subsea gas
compression
system has
been operating
on Statoil’s
field in the
Norwegian
Sea for a year,
but already
its creators
are looking to
reduce its size,
weight and
cost. (Photo
courtesy of
Statoil)

safety facilities because personnel are never there
more than two days at a time.
It was, in fact, the decision by Statoil to opt for a
never-used-before design that made the subsea sector
really sit up and pay attention. If Statoil was going to
move away from subsea, what would the sector have
to do to recover the confidence of all operators?
Simpler systems

As is often the case with subsea technology, however, Statoil is still showing the way.
In April the Norwegian operator presented its
Cap-X concept, which has been under development since 2013. This predates the oil price crash
of 2014, but coincided with pre-crash initiatives by
a number of operators who wanted to reduce the
spiraling cost of subsea equipment.
The field design reduces the footprint per well
from 22 m by 22 m (72 ft by 72 ft) down to 10 m
by 10 m (33 ft by 33 ft) and the size of a template
by 25%. Well structures are secured by skirt piles
and protected using glass fiber covers. The design
also facilitates horizontal drilling by reducing the
curvature of the wellbore before it turns into full
horizontal position.
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Is this new? Some of it is
new, but some of it, such as
nonsteel covers, is very old.
And the question that needs
to be asked is why did it take
so long for the industry to cotton on that concepts were too
big, too heavy and too costly?
In a similar vein, one can
look at what Technip-FMC
is promoting under its “redesign-reinvent” banner. The
company said it is more simple (50% fewer parts), more
installable (50% weight reduction) and more deliverable
(50% schedule reduction).
One could say that bringing together the market leaders in subsea equipment and
subsea installation would
likely result in benefits, but
FMC did not need merging with Technip to simplify
and cut the weight of its equipment. And promoting
direct tie-ins? More old school than new school.
Place for next-generation technology?

So in this current low oil price era, is the industry
prepared to pay for the advanced production technology that contractors and operators have spent
years and lots of money developing?
Aker Solutions was the main contractor for both
the first-mentioned pioneering Ormen Lange and
Åsgard fields compression systems, and it is perhaps the latter that it is most proud of.
Knut Olav Nyborg, Aker’s head of advanced
subsea systems, said the market is very interested
in the success of the first-generation compression
system—it has been in the water working for more
than a year now—but even more interested in the
second generation.
Nyborg said that the Åsgard system was developed focusing on quality and depth (i.e., on a “cannot fail” low-risk basis). Looking ahead at what
might be its next incarnation, he said the team had
three aims to simplify the process: look for business opportunities, put aside challenges that were
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deemed unnecessary and apply proven technology
that was unavailable when work was begun on the
system six years ago.
‘50% solution’

The result would be a system that would be the “50%
solution”—half the cost, half the size and half the
weight. This would be achieved by eliminating parts
of the support structure and repackaging the system
from 13 modules to seven but without deploying
any new technology that would increase the risk of
failure. It also would make use of its own latest generation subsea control system, dubbed Vectus, which
was developed with seabed processing in mind.
Nyborg, Aker Solutions’ key processing man, said
one advantage that deploying a second-generation
unit might have is a perceived shift in customers’
(i.e., operators’) own teams, where there has been a
merging of technology and field development organizations, making it easier for project people to see
the advantage of advanced technologies.
Nyborg also said his company had changed its
organizational structure by bringing together all of
its technology gurus into its front-end team to provide input on how new technical solutions could be
used in field development scenarios.
Seabed boosting

Jon Arve Svaeren, vice president of processing for
OneSubsea, a Schlumberger company, believes the
market wants advanced solutions, particularly for
seabed boosting.
Svaeren has been involved for more than 20 years
with this technology, which has proven to be highly
reliable and earned the confidence of operators in
sectors around the world from China to the Gulf
of Mexico (GoM) and from Brazil to the North Sea.
Its most recent award has come from Australia
where Woodside will develop the Greater Enfield
area, which involves a 31-km (19-mile) tieback to
the Vincent Field FPSO unit. The contract covers
both the subsea production equipment and a dual
multiphase boosting system.
“The customer is expecting value” for his capex,
Svaeren said, which boosting provides for both
brownfield and ultradeepwater greenfield applications. He cited the Gullfaks South development

where OneSubsea’s wet gas compressor is expected
to add 22 MMbbl of additional production, according to operator Statoil.
The company also is providing the first 15,000psi pumping system to Shell for a later phase of
the operator’s Stones ultradeepwater FPSO project
in 2,896 m (9,500 ft) in the GoM, which is due
for delivery in early 2018. The field’s Phase 1 came
onstream in September.
Flexible solution

Svaeren said it was “pretty clear” that seabed boosting is a “very flexible and cost-effective” solution
compared with subsea separation, although he
admitted there could be “different reasons” for
deploying seabed separation. These include flow
assurance issues such as the threat of hydrate formation, and topside ullage constraints on the processing and water-handling systems.
To expand the technical range of its systems, OneSubsea is working on increasing the pressure rating
of its pumps, upgrading the power to 4 MW, boosting the ΔP and gas void fraction handling capability.
Another area of particular interest to OneSubsea
is seabed water injection. In its earlier guise, it supplied the first-ever such system for the Columba E
Field development in the North Sea when the operator wanted to avoid alterations to an older platform and mitigated in favor of such a system, which
only required an umbilical link to the topside. It

Installation of
the OneSubsea
multiphase
compressor
station on the
Gullfaks South
Field offshore
Norway is
expected to
add 22 MMbbl
of additional
production,
according
to operator
Statoil.
(Photo
courtesy of
Schlumberger)
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also has delivered systems to Petrobras in Brazil for
that operator’s Albacora and Marlim fields.
The ongoing issue of possible scaling in production tubing was noted by OneSubsea’s processing
head when mentioning the need for more advanced
water treatment for such systems. Svaeren cited
current work on nano-filtration and desulphurization using membranes as important technologies
that are required to overcome any resistance to
more use of seabed injection.

One of GE Oil
& Gas’ focus
areas in the
boosting arena
is an MCP
based on a
joint industry
project. Phase 2
is due to begin
in early 2017.
The technology,
which involves
the motor
and impeller
rotating around
a rigid shaft,
comes out of
the aviation
industry. GE is
aiming for an
offshore trial
in 2019. (Image
courtesy of GE
Oil & Gas)

supplied eight BOPs for four new Diamond Offshore drillships. It has reacquired them and simply leases them back with a service agreement
based on availability.
According to Neil Saunders, president and CEO
of Subsea Systems and Drilling at GE Oil & Gas,
this type of commercial arrangement could be
applied to equipment provided by the processing
and power segment, offering service and availability
provisions for other rotating machinery.
While GE’s financial muscle is impressive, so is
its industrial technology strategy, which Saunders
said has taken a different tack in his area. While in
the past the company had always looked to provide
a broad range of equipment, it is now focusing on
fewer things but doing them better.
Boosting pump

On cost-cutting, he said this had to be achieved
throughout the supply chain with customers (i.e.,
the operators) being part of the process along with
suppliers. Some already had begun this process
even before the oil price crash.
Innovation

While technology is important, so is what is being
called “commercial innovation”—and in this area
GE Oil & Gas might have an edge. As part of the
biggest industrial group in the world, it can look
to its financial people, in the form of GE Capital, to provide the muscle to give it an edge in the
ever-competitive marketplace.
An example is the recent deal with drilling
contractor Diamond Offshore. GE originally
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GE also has shifted from its traditional “go-italone” technology development approach. Its
current focus in the boosting area—a modular contrarotating pump (MCP)—is based on a joint industry project. Phase 1, supported by Chevron, Shell,
Statoil and Total, is complete with Phase 2 due to
begin in early 2017.
This technology, which involves the motor and
impeller rotating around a rigid shaft, comes out of
the aviation industry, one in which GE is a major
player. Saunders said that the object of the work is
not only to develop a unit that is light and cost-effective but which could be packaged either in a
christmas tree slot on a template or even directly on
a tree. The company is aiming for an offshore trial
for the MCP in 2019.
GE Oil & Gas also was a key component supplier
for the Ormen Lange pilot project, providing the
Blue-C compressor as well as elements of the switch
gear and power systems. Saunders indicated that
the company sees Blue-C as another component
that could be resized and configured to fit within a
christmas tree envelope.
One point that all of these equipment providers
appear to agree on is the necessity to simplify these
complex systems. No one said “standardize,” but
assuredly they would all like to see their technology morph into products. That would indicate the
ultimate success. ■
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Floating Production Sector
Innovating in Choppy Waters
By Mark Thomas, Editor-in-Chief

Floating production systems can employ
technologies that can be highly complex or relatively
simple, and operators have been utilizing units from
both ends of the spectrum this year.

I

t is their very flexibility that often gives floater
solutions an advantage over other development
options when oil and gas companies are weighing
the benefits of one kind over another.
The deeper the water gets or the more remote
the location, the more sense it usually makes to opt
for a floating platform, linked to the seabed and a
network of subsea infrastructure and to an offloading system or long-distance pipeline to shore.
Therefore, it is particularly ironic that in a year
when the deepest ever floating production facility
began flowing hydrocarbons—SBM Offshore’s pioneering Turritella FPSO system on Shell’s Stones
Field in the Gulf of Mexico (GoM) in 2,900 m (9,500
ft) of water—it was also one of the worst ever for the
sector with only a solitary floating production system build contract awarded after 11 prior months of
painful waiting (Editor’s note: as of August 2016).
Tough year

The year 2015 already had been a tough one for a sector that previously had been on the crest of a wave.
According to Energy Maritime Associates (EMA),
2015 saw 17 contracts awarded valued at more than
$7 billion: four FPSO units; six floating, storage
and offloading (FSO) units; three floating storage
and regasification units (FSRUs); one floating LNG
(FLNG) unit; two mobile offshore production units;
and one production semisubmersible unit.
That doesn’t sound too bad until compared to
2014 when 30 units were awarded, meaning 2015 was
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down 45% year-on-year. The underlying signs were
not good, as looking specifically at FPSO units only
four were ordered in first-quarter 2015. Previously the
apparent weapon of choice for most operators, four
was the lowest number of such units for more than 20
years, and all were awarded just as the oil price’s slide
into the abyss began to go even deeper.
Significantly in 2015 the six orders for LNGrelated units (three FSRUs, two LNG FSO units
and one FLNG unit) was the first time more LNGrelated units had been ordered than FPSO units,
according to EMA.
On the up?

So does the first floating production system award
for 11 months signify that things are on the up?
Although the speculative order of two FSRUs
in June 2016 by Dynagas to be built at China’s
CSSC-Hudong yard is very welcome (and the first
large FSRUs to be built in China), they will not be
delivered until 2019-2020.
According to EMA’s Managing Director David
Boggs commenting in a market update, “More
time is needed before costs and oil prices realign,
allowing a sustainable recovery to take hold.” He
forecast low activity continuing into 2017 before a
slow recovery could be expected, stating in August
that EMA had identified “seven possible developments for award by the end of this year and
another 18 in 2017. This is out of 241 projects in
the planning pipeline.”

The Turritella FPSO unit became
the world’s deepest ever ﬂoating
production facility when it began
ﬂowing hydrocarbons on Shell’s
Stones Field in the U.S. GoM in
2,900 m of water in September. The
facility, leased by SBM Offshore to
the operator for an initial 10-year
period, set a number of technology
precedents including the world’s
largest disconnectable buoy and
the industry’s first use with this
type of buoy of steel lazy wave
risers. (Photo courtesy of Shell)

Boggs added that the two FSRUs ordered had
been more of an “opportunistic investment, rather
than a sign of a fundamental recovery of the offshore production industry.”
The possible contract awards also assume that
project costs will continue to drop and oil prices
will remain above $35/bbl.
EMA believes that recovery of the floating production market will truly have begun when large,
long-term projects such as Mozambique’s Coral
FLNG and Brazil’s Libra FPSO unit are sanctioned.
Boggs pointed out that Eni has been deliberating over the Coral LNG export project for some
time, and the Italian major’s CEO has gone on
record stating that before second-quarter 2017 will
be “the best period to close a contract…the supply
chain is wonderful…because yards are empty.”
Petrobras and its partners Shell, Total, CNOOC
and CNPC, meanwhile, are still reviewing bids for
the first of a fleet of up to 15 FPSO units for the
huge Libra development offshore Brazil.

Floater achievements

If this all sounds a little grim, that’s because it is.
But if the floating production sector is viewed in
terms of its achievements in 2016 then things look
a lot more impressive.
Not only was the Stones FPSO unit brought
onstream, but the world’s first FLNG unit was
delivered to end client Petronas of Malaysia.
The PFLNG Satu unit (formerly called the
PFLNG1) was completed by the Samsung/Technip
consortium and installed on Malaysia’s Kanowit
Field in May 2016. Commissioning of the 1.2-million-tonnes-per-annum (mtpa) unit is underway,
and it is due to start operating before year-end 2016
as the world’s first such unit—a true offshore milestone moment.
This first-generation FLNG unit, built at the
Daewoo Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering
yard in Okpo, South Korea, will operate offshore
Sarawak and will eventually be followed by a second and larger unit, PFLNG 2, being built at SamEPmag.com | November 2016 | 33
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Modec’s
newbuild FPSO
Cidade De
Caraguatatuba
MV27 was
delivered
mid-2016 to
Petrobras
and is now
on location at
the operator’s
presalt
ultradeepwater
Lapa Field in
the Santos
Basin offshore
Brazil, where
it is due to
start producing
before year-end
2016. (Photo
courtesy of
Petrobras)

sung Heavy Industries shipyard in Geoje, South
Korea. The latter, although its development schedule was adjusted earlier this year by Petronas to
be commissioned at a later date due to market
conditions, will be sited over the deepwater Rotan
Field in Block H offshore Sabah, Malaysia. Now
likely to come onstream in 2019 or 2020, this unit
will have a design capacity of 1.5 mtpa and weigh
in at 152,000 tonnes.
EMA said awards for LNG-related units should
continue to grow, with client confidence boosted
once this first-generation of FLNG units begins
operations. Splitting the Malaysian pair in terms
of beginning operations will be Shell’s high-profile
Prelude FLNG project offshore northwest Australia, which is due onstream in 2017.
It’s not all been good news for proposed FLNG
systems, however, with Japan’s INPEX having a
proposed plan for a 7.5-million-tons-per-year unit
for the Abadi gas field offshore Indonesia nixed by
the country’s government in favor of an onshore
LNG plant. Australia’s Woodside also ditched plans
for three FLNG units on its Browse Field offshore
Western Australia due to market conditions.
Regasification units

Slightly farther along the gas supply chain, the
overall rise of FSRUs has been a bright spot in the
34 | November 2016 | hartenergy.com

otherwise tough market conditions of the
past two years, and demand for regasification terminals is expected to keep growing.
There are now six regasification units being
built on speculation, a clear sign that confidence in future regasification terminal contracts being awarded is high.
There are 20 FSRU installations operating around the world, with 10 more on
order and 30 new projects in the planning
stage that could potentially require a unit.
Other floating systems completed in
2016 include the Golar Tundra FSRU, now
moored outside port offshore Ghana, while
the FPSO units Cidade de Saquarema and
Cidade de Caraguatatuba MV27 are both up
and running for Petrobras in the Brazilian
presalt area. Another unit that began flowing first oil this year was the FPSO Prof. John
Evans Atta Mills on Tullow Oil’s Tweneboa, Enyenra,
Ntomme (TEN) fields offshore Ghana, while Statoil’s Mariner B FSO in U.K. waters is undergoing
final topsides work before heading to the field location in the northern North Sea to start operations.
Turritella pioneer

But in terms of technical achievements it is Shell’s
Stones floating production system, the Turritella
FPSO unit, that has attracted most of the attention
during 2016 and deservedly so.
The project is impressive as much for the speed
and accuracy of its delivery schedule as anything
else, with the operator and its main contractor SBM
Offshore firing up production from the ultradeepwater field in the U.S. GoM just over three years
after taking the final investment decision on the
development. It also represents a significant step
forward for the industry not only because of its
water depth but also because its production is from
the emerging Lower Tertiary geological trend. The
Stones reservoir is located about 8,077 m (26,500
ft) below sea level in the Walker Ridge area.
Operated and owned 100% by Shell, the company has used innovative technology, such as steel
lazy wave risers that have natural advantages in
terms of added buoyancy and flexibility needed to
absorb motion and help boost production perfor-
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mance, as well as one of the industry’s most complex mooring systems ever built.
Steel lazy wave risers first

The initial subsea production wells are tied back to
the Turritella, which has some unique features of its
own. The vessel, which has a processing capacity of
60,000 bbl/d of oil and 424.7 Mcm/d (15 MMcf/d)
of gas treatment, is equipped with a turret and the
world’s largest detachable buoy configured with the
steel lazy wave risers (the first such application on
an FPSO vessel).
The FPSO unit is moored via nine lines (three
bundles of three), which comprise a lightweight
combination of polyester rope and chain. The system also incorporates in-line mooring connectors
that enable line tension adjustment during operations, according to Intermoor, which completed
the chain tensioning and cutting on the FPSO unit
in the GoM in summer 2016.
Such features will prove beneficial, particularly
during hurricane season, with the weather-vaning
vessel able to disconnect from the buoy and depart
to a safe zone if a tropical cyclone approaches.
$1 billion saving

Shell also said it expects the project’s “more cost-effective well design, which requires fewer materials
and lowers installation costs,” could deliver up to
$1 billion in reduced well costs when all the producers are completed.
Initially Stones only has two subsea production wells, but a further six or so will be added and
connected to the Turritella in a second phase along
with a multiphase pumping system to help boost
hydrocarbon flow from the seabed to the vessel.
The field holds more than 250 MMboe of recoverable resources, with the first phase’s two wells
producing about 50,000 boe/d at peak. But Shell
believes the field has significant upside potential,
considering it is estimated to contain more than 2
Bboe of oil in place.
The need to stay on schedule is crucial in today’s
cost-efficiency-driven environment, according to
the Turritella’s majority owner and operator SBM.
The company pointed out in a recent presentation
that a six-month delay results in “$400 million
36 | November 2016 | hartenergy.com

lower project NPV [net present value], equivalent
to 25% of FPSO project cost.” This assumes a $6
billion development investment over four years,
with a 20-year production life, $60/bbl oil price and
an 8% discount rate.
Experience counts

SBM’s point is highly valid. In Brazil, for example,
it was responsible for delivering five of eight FPSO
units closest to schedule, with the “worst” being
only a couple of months behind and the rest generally suffering a schedule slip of a matter of days or
a couple of weeks in the “worst” case.
Efficiencies can be achieved in similar projects,
the company stated, but similar projects do not
guarantee success. Competent and experienced
contractors are a must to deliver projects on time,
it added. The benefits of these project-to-project learnings can be highly significant, with the
now-producing Cidade de Maricá and Cidade de
Saquarema FPSO units benefitting from learnings
on the prior Cidade de Ilhabela FPSO project. The
benefits for these third-generation design, 150,000bbl/d units included 25% fewer man hours, 25% less
time required to complete module integration and
a 12% decrease in overall time to deliver the project.
Repeatability decreases cost, reduces man-hour
intensity, improves time to delivery and reflects
the wider benefits of increased standardization
leading to lower costs and improved economics,
the company said.
Transformation program

This has been much of the reasoning behind the
company’s Fast4ward program, which entails offering a generic design compatible with different types
of mooring systems and simpler modular topsides.
With new FPSO projects facing more challenges
than ever before, SBM has coined the paradoxical
phrase “customized standardization,” an oxymoron that the company said is essential in capturing
experience and helping to deliver value in an affordable execution model.
The contractor is in negotiations with shipyards
with the aim of having a signed agreement for one
standardized multipurpose newbuild hull plus
options by year-end 2016. It is estimating a capex
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investment of $10 million in 2016 on the project,
with up to $15 million capex expected in 2017.
Other advantages SBM said will come from
such an approach include the concept being suitably flexible to incorporate either spread-moored,
internal or external turret mooring systems as well
as increased deck space to host more topsides, and
reduced engineering and project management costs
to help cope with any experience gap.
According to CEO Bruno Chabas in SBM’s latest corporate overview, “The essence of this program allows us to reduce the time to market of
an FPSO [unit] from three to two years through
rigorous standardization of all suitable components, most notably the FPSO hull. Fast4Ward,
in combination with Odyssey 24—the transformation program, ended in 2015—give us the necessary tools to build FPSO [units] that can operate
profitably in a $50/bbl world.”

heading control tugs currently in the field. This
is due to be completed near year-end 2016. Phase
2, when approved, will rotate the FPSO unit to its
optimal spread moor heading and is expected to
be completed in first-half 2017. The cost of these
two phases is put at up to $150 million gross,
with the FPSO Kwame Nkrumah needing to be shut
down for eight to 12 weeks during first-half 2017
to complete Phase 2.
A deepwater offloading buoy is scheduled to
be installed in first-half 2018, removing the need
for the dynamically positioned shuttle and storage
tankers and the associated operating costs.
Jubilee sits in a water depth of up to 1,737 m
(5,700 ft) about 129 km (80 miles) southwest of
the port city of Takoradi, with subsea wells tied
back to the 360-m-long (1,181 ft) FPSO Kwame
Nkrumah in the West Cape Three Points and Deepwater Tano licenses.

Fast-track floater

Mad Dog 2 semisubmersible facility

Tullow’s TEN FPSO project was another floating
production system that, like Shell’s Stones development, achieved first oil three years after receiving government sanction. Now ramping up toward
the vessel’s 80,000-bbl/d production capacity by
year-end 2016 after coming onstream in August,
Tullow said the project was accomplished on time
and within budget.
It’s not all been plain sailing for Tullow offshore
Ghana, however, with the operator and its partners
having to overcome technical challenges with the
first FPSO project in the area, the pioneering Jubilee deepwater field.
Here, an issue with the turret bearing of the
FPSO Kwame Nkrumah operating on the oil field
resulted in the need to implement new operating
and offtake procedures. Tullow and its partners
established a preferred long-term solution to convert the FPSO unit to a permanently spread-moored
facility, with offtake through a new deepwater offloading buoy. “If we spread moor the vessel, the
bearing within the turret, which was causing the
problem, becomes obsolete,” Tullow told Hart
Energy’s Subsea Engineering News.
Phase 1 of this work will see the installation
of a stern anchoring system to replace the three

Away from FPSO units, the long-awaited production semisubmersible facility for BP’s deepwater
Mad Dog 2 project in the Green Canyon area of the
U.S. GoM is expected to be sanctioned near yearend 2016 or early 2017.
BP has continued to work hard at reducing the
originally excessive costs of Phase 2, when a large
spar was first considered. Shifting to a smaller
semisubmersible design and simplifying some of
the engineering has further improved the economics to the point where the operator has said the
development cost is less than half the original $20
billion figure first put forward.
“We are making sure the breakeven cost or the
cost that allows us to receive a reasonable return
on our capital is coming down, down, down,” said
BP’s CEO Bob Dudley during its latest earnings
call. “Mad Dog will be under $40 per barrel by the
time we’re done on that, for example.”
The Phase 2 subsea wells will be tied back to
the new floating production hub, which will have
up to 24 wells from four drill centers. The field
currently produces from a truss spar, designed
to process 80,000 bbl of oil and 1.6 MMcm/d (60
MMcf/d) of gas, with dual barrier production
risers and dry trees.
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An historic
offshore
milestone in
2016 saw the
delivery of the
world’s first
FLNG unit, the
PFLNG Satu,
to end client
Petronas of
Malaysia. Now
installed on
the deepwater
Kanowit Field
offshore
Malaysia,
commissioning
of the 1.2-mpta
unit is close
to completion,
and it is due
to begin
operations
before yearend 2016 as
the world’s
first producing
FLNG unit.
(Photo courtesy
of Petronas)

Focus on reducing breakeven costs

Shell has been applying the same focus to its GoM
projects, not only on the previously mentioned
Stones Field but also its Appomattox Field, currently under development via a semisubmersible
production facility. Sanctioned in July 2015, the
field is the first development in the Norphlet play
and will be Shell’s eighth and largest floating platform in the GoM with an average estimated peak
production put at about 175,000 boe/d.
It is clearly continuing its good work. Since last
year’s Offshore Technology Yearbook was published, it
has further reduced Appomattox’s breakeven cost
from about $55/boe at that time to under $50/boe,
according to a September presentation by Shell
CEO Ben van Beurden.
Its Vito discovery in the GoM, not yet sanctioned, also is currently near the $40/boe mark,
according to the same presentation by van Beurden.
There is more than one way to get lower
breakeven costs too—through mergers and acquisitions activity. Its acquisition of BG Group meant
it also added that company’s producing Brazilian
presalt deepwater fields on its books, with average
breakevens on those fields of well under $40/boe.
Slimmed down costs

Reduced production cost is clearly a key factor that favors the continued use of floating
38 | November 2016 | hartenergy.com

production systems in these extended tough
industry times.
According to Cairn Energy’s CFO James
Smith, production costs on its Catcher and
Kraken FPSO units, which are both set to start
producing in the U.K. North Sea in 2017, are
put at $17/bbl. “Even at today’s oil price in the
mid-40s we’ll be generating about $250 million
of operating cash flow at plateau production,
or at $65 in oil (Brent) for illustration, about
$400 million of operating cash flow,” Smith said
during a recent presentation.
Gross full-cycle project capex for Kraken is
put at about $2.6 billion after the operator
EnQuest added about $150 million in cost
reductions to about $425 million in reductions
that were previously unveiled since the project
was formally sanctioned.
Despite 2016 looking like being possibly the
worst year ever for floating production awards, the
sector itself has taken action and positioned itself
for when the uptick comes. It might not be as soon
as they would like, with only a slow and cautious
recovery expected to start emerging in 2017. But
all the main players are in agreement that when it
comes, a fitter, leaner and more cost-efficient fleet
of floating production solutions will once again be
the main weapon of choice for offshore developers
with deep or remote assets to unlock. n
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Offshore Operators Prepare for
Recovery in a Data-driven World
By Rick Von Flatern, Contributing Editor

Offshore operators, drilling contractors and service
companies are using the current lull in activity to
retool with an eye to an environment defined by
mechanization, automation, ultradeep water and
high pressure.

H

istorically, economic downturns within the
upstream oil industry have been temporary,
predictable and cyclical, and operator response to
them has been to manage expenses by reducing
activity and adopting new technologies. Typically,
these innovations are designed to drill wells faster
and/or reduce nonproductive time (NPT).
But experts predict a recovery characterized by a
prolonged period of steady, if moderate, oil and gas
prices in 2016. In response, in addition to leveraging more efficient drilling and completion technologies, offshore companies are increasingly adding
systems-wide strategies to the mix to create efficiencies in the long term and across entire projects.
Rig automation is leading that effort through software-driven mechanization of basic drill floor tasks.
Offshore operators also are focused on reducing
the costs of deploying and maintaining increasingly complex completions. Toward that end, service companies have been designing tools, sensors,
streamlined multilateral systems and intelligent
completions, or smart wells, that can be installed
in fewer trips and have fewer parts to fail during a
well’s lifetime.
With an eye to a future in ultradeep water, the
industry is preparing to work in pressure environments beyond the previous 15,000-psi working
pressures limit. In 2016 drilling contractors, service
companies and operators unveiled deepwater units
and equipment that reset that limit at 20,000 psi.
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Mechanization and automation

Over the past decade, rig floor mechanization
has streamlined well construction. Removing the
human element—demanning—as a source of error
in certain operations enhances crew and well safety
and saves rig time by performing repetitive tasks
consistently and reliably. In many cases, these
mechanized procedures can be performed offline,
which allows the rig to continue making a hole
during operations that traditionally required a halt
to drilling.
Pipehandling, for example, can be hazardous
and a source of NPT required to replace damaged
pipe, threads and tools caused by human error. By
building or retrofitting offshore rigs with systems
that are controlled remotely from the safety of a
driller’s cabin, missteps are removed and time is
saved. Typically, remotely operated rig floor tasks
include operating slips and elevators, making and
breaking connections and moving pipe between the
racking board and the well center.
Weatherford recently released an automated
racking board pipehandling system to remove personnel from the mast as well as the floor of large
land and bottom-founded rigs. According to the
manufacturer, the Iron Derrickman S3 system
can trip 40 to 45 stands per hour and build stands
offline without interrupting drilling.
As its acceptance has spread, engineers have been
working to automate mechanized rig floor tools.

On mechanized and
automated drilling units,
drillers are able to
perform remotely many
of the rig floor operations
that traditionally
have required human
intervention. (Photo
courtesy of National
Oilwell Varco)

Facilitated by an explosion in the volume and quality of real-time surface and downhole data available
to the driller, automated drilling systems integrate
controls and mechanized equipment with drilling,
pressure and thermal models and simulations. The
most sophisticated automated drilling packages
include software that learns as operations progress,
adjusts the drilling model accordingly and applies
those learnings to future wells.
Numerous service companies have developed
drilling packages with varying degrees of automation and human involvement. Drilling software
changes parameters automatically in some systems; in others, the system advises the driller but
takes no action on its own. Some systems advise the
driller of the appropriate action and restrict human
options with a restraint that, for example, precludes
a driller taking an action that would cause wellbore
pressure to violate the boundaries of a pore-pressure, fracture-pressure window.
The NOV Automate module of its eVolve
Optimization Service delivers downhole data in a
closed-loop system that uses proprietary software
to minimize manual data interpretation. The system’s control module provides automatic stick/
slip and vibration mitigation, drilling parameter
optimization and data acquisition.
In the Gulf of Mexico NOV worked with an
operator to identify drilling program changes that
would enhance performance and was able to use

the eVolve Optimization Service to reduce NPT,
drill a longer interval faster and reduce damage to
the bit. The overall result was to save the operator
$5.5 million compared with the benchmark well.
Managing pressure, saving time

After more than 15 years of experience and refinements, operators in 2016 have begun to widely
embrace the benefits of using managed pressure
drilling (MPD) techniques—originally conceived as
a method for threading narrow drilling windows—to
efficiently manage pressure throughout the drilling
process. Operators and contractors are increasingly
demanding offshore rigs be built or retrofitted to be
MPD-ready as evidence mounts that its use reduces
NPT, enhances safety and lowers drilling costs.
Using traditional methods, drilling must halt
to change mud weight in response to changing
pressure regimes. This activity often is referred to
as invisible NPT because it is part of the drilling
program but nonetheless does add to overall time
and costs. In contrast, when using a closed MPD
system, the driller responds to pressure changes
by adjusting back and pump pressures system and
does not adjust mud weight and thus has no reason
to stop drilling ahead. In addition, the lower bottomhole hydrostatic pressure of MPD operations
delivers higher overall ROPs through faster trip and
connection times, less force required for the bit to
break the rock and faster cuttings removal.
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Automated
choke systems
provide a level
of pressure
control not
possible
with manual
methods.
Surface
pressures of
automated
chokes can
be controlled
with either
a manually
entered set
point or with a
real-time
set point
derived from
a hydraulics
simulator.
(Image
courtesy of
Halliburton)

Automated MPD systems connect the pumps and
the choke manifold to a programmable logic controller (PLC) that uses set pressure points to adjust
choke size and pump rate to achieve and maintain
operator-input pressures. Because many variables
influence the timing and amount of pressure to
apply on the well, this method originally relied on
operator competency for proper PLC inputs. The
next iteration of MPD automation incorporated
real-time hydraulic models to calculate the required
pressure response at various well states.
Halliburton recently incorporated automated
MPD systems onto two sixth-generation dynamic
positioned drillships—the first such installation
on MPD-ready drillships—to drill ultradeep water
presalt development wells. The Halliburton Geo-

Balance automated MPD service is a closed-loop
system that uses automated early kick detection.
The package deployed was designed with an automated choke and a 2,000-psi Coriolis meter for
real-time bottomhole pressure within a narrow
50-psi window. The company also integrated Halliburton’s automated MPD software package with
the rigs’ existing technology and conducted MPD
training for the rigs’ crews.
Using MPD the operator was able to drill four
flawless sections for a total of 3,785 m (12,418 ft)
at a water depth of 2,000 m (6,562 ft). This performance included drilling the salt in record time with
no NPT. By reducing the mud weight, the MPD system was able to eliminate losses and avoid influxes
while remaining within the mandated 50-psi reservoir window.
Efficient completions, production control

Offshore, certain innovations are designed to save
operator costs through the use of simpler systems
that require fewer trips. Other systems are designed
to minimize or forestall rig-based interventions or to
optimize production from each contributing zone.
Weatherford, for example, has developed modular technology that allows the operator to forego
a trip to run a deepset pressure barrier as part of
a gravel pack installation. As a consequence, the
company reported that its
WFXO system typically
WFXO System vs. Conventional System
saves two to three rig days.
“Weatherford is reducing operator cost and risk
in deepwater environments
in two major ways: first, by
Conventional
System
deploying simple, robust
sand control systems that
provide cased-hole, multizone functionality in an
openhole environment, and
secondly, with V0-qualified
deep-set barrier technology
WFXO
System
that eliminates intermediate production packers in
the completion string,” said
By eliminating a trip to deploy a deepset packer, Weatherford claims its WFXO gravel pack system Reggie Boggs, Weatherford’s
can save operators two to three days of rig time. (Image courtesy of Weatherford)
director of sand control.
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Minimizing interventions while optimizing
production is difficult in extended-reach or multilateral wellbores. In 2015 Schlumberger released
the Manara production and reservoir management
system to provide downhole permanent monitoring and in-lateral flow control of multiple zones in
real time. The system provides in situ measurements
across the sandface in each zone of each lateral
using sensors contained in a single compact station. Its electric flow control valve has infinitely
variable settings that may be controlled from surface through a single control line that can control
multiple stations.
System wellbore and reservoir surveillance software facilitates understanding of flow behavior in
real time and facilitates use and analysis of the data
through clear displays and flow control valve setting recommendations. Data workflows embedded
in the software reduce the amount of data gather-

ing and manipulation needed, and decisions that
once took days or weeks can now be made in hours.
The system was developed in collaboration with
Saudi Aramco to deliver extreme reservoir contact
(ERC) wells to their assets. The world’s first Manara
system ERC well was deployed and has been on
production for more than a year in Saudi Arabia,
where six Manara system stations were distributed
across three laterals using inductive coupler technology to provide wireless power and communication across each of the junctions. The stations
provide infinite flow control, water cut, pressure,
temperature and flow rate measurements, enabling
the asset to actively manage the production.
The Manara system’s inductive coupling technology was also deployed in an extended-reach drilling well offshore for Maersk Oil where it facilitated
the deployment of the control and monitoring
stations to depths not attainable with traditional
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The Manara
production
and reservoir
management
system
provides
downhole
permanent
monitoring
and in-lateral
flow control
of multiple
zones in real
time. (Image
courtesy of
Schlumberger)

intelligent completions. This extended the reach of
the completion by more than 3 km (1.9 miles) and
is providing essential production data and control
at the extremities of the well where even production
logging tools are difficult to reach.
Post-Macondo pressures

To date, offshore operations have been confined
to wells having surface pressures under 15,000 psi.
However, as drilling contractors and service companies extend water and total drilling depth capabilities, they also are working to raise the working
pressure limit to 20,000 psi.
Transocean, for example, has high-graded its
fleet adding ultradeepwater floaters Deepwater
Thalassa, Deepwater Proteus and Deepwater Conqueror in
2016 and plans to add the Deepwater Pontus in 2017
and Deepwater Poseidon in 2018. Simultaneously, the
company has retired 28 less-capable assets since the
onset of the downturn in 2015.
With the less challenging offshore sectors well
developed, the industry also is preparing itself to
work in increasingly inhospitable environments. Rig
manufacturer GustoMSC released its OCEAN-HE
harsh environment semisubmersible series in
August. The OCEAN850-HE and OCEAN1600-HE
are designed for mid-water and deepwater harsh
environments, respectively. The semisubmersible
hull shape is designed for low-motion characteristics
and optimum stationkeeping capabilities.
In the past six years, the offshore industry has
worked to develop BOP rams that are able to shear
the pipe and allow the rig to disconnect and move
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off site even when so-called nonshearable tool joints and hardbanding are rigidly constrained
off center across the BOPS in
high-pressure drilling operations.
In response, Cameron, a Schlumberger company, has designed and
qualified BroadShear enhanced
shearing technology. Because of
its shearing capability, BroadShear
technology reduces the amount
of nonshearables that might fall
across the BOP from about 10% to
less than 2% of the drillstring. The
new ram also enables tool joints to
be sheared for casing diameters up to 16 in.
“The Cameron BroadShear technology is the culmination of decades of shearing experience,” said
Melvyn F. Whitby, Cameron’s director of industry
and regulatory affairs. “This ram has the potential to improve safety and to mitigate a number
of unshearables that could cross the BOP stack—a
game changer for the industry.”
Future drivers

While oil prices are unlikely to return to $100/bbl
soon, continued worldwide demand for hydrocarbons is a certainty. Much of that demand will be
met by production from offshore reservoirs. The
challenge of working in these environments will
require technology that is safe, effective and cost-effective in higher pressures and deeper water by maximizing the formation area exposed to the wellbore.
These needs will likely drive an increased reliance on accurate reservoir modeling; more efficient,
less costly multilateral, long-reach and intelligent
well construction; and a broad view of the whole
well construction and project management process.
Professional societies are investigating a solution
for rigs that are designed and built specifically to
optimize automated systems and that incorporate
software platforms that manage not just drilling
and completion operations but also infrastructure, supplies and personnel that are a major NPT
source. As such, it is clear the future of offshore will
look very much like the digital oil field the industry
has been working toward for years. n
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Global Offshore Oil Production
Outlook to 2025
By Shuqiang Feng, Stratas Advisors

Offshore output is expected to continue to grow at a
relatively high speed of about 4% annually during the
next couple of years.

G
FIGURE 1. Global Offshore Oil Production by Region
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(All charts courtesy of Stratas Advisors)
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lobal offshore production has contributed about 25 MMbbl/d of oil output
since 2012, which accounts for about 28% of the
global total. The Middle East, Africa and Latin
America have been the top three regions in offshore oil production with combined production
of about 16 MMbbl/d, or about two-thirds of the
global total (Figure 1). About three-quarters of
offshore production (about 18.5 MMbbl/d) has
been produced from shallow water (water depth
less than 305 m [1,000 ft]). Ultradeep water
(water depth greater than 1,524 m [5,000 ft]) has
emerged as the new growth frontier as production from both shallow water and deep water
(deeper than 305 m but less than 1,524 m) has
been flattened (Figure 2).
With the tailwind momentum of the long offshore investment cycle, offshore is expected to continue to grow at a relatively high speed of about 4%
annually during the next couple of years. The growth
will be driven by new developments and field expansions in the Gulf of Mexico (GoM), Brazil presalt,
Africa and the Persian Gulf. Investment cuts made
by the industry on offshore investments in the past
couple of years can only slow down offshore production growth starting in 2019, when it is expected to
flatten for several years. Stratas Advisors expects oil
prices to reach a minimum threshold for justifying
new developments around 2018-2019. At that time
Stratas forecasts that companies will start investing offshore again, especially in the ultradeep water.
However, new investment cycles will take at least
three to five years, and new production will not come
online until about 2023-2025.

Eni’s deepwater Goliat floating production
facility began producing oil in the Barents
Sea offshore Norway earlier this year.
(Photo courtesy of Eni)
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North America

About 85% (1.5 MMbbl/d) of the oil production
in North America (U.S. and Canada) was produced from the U.S. GoM in the past five years.
Canada offshore production from east Canada
only accounts for about 12% (200 Mbbl/d) of the
region’s total (Figure 3).
FIGURE 6. Latin America Offshore Oil Production by Country
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FIGURE 7. Latin America Offshore Oil Production by Water Depth
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FIGURE 8. Brazil Offshore Oil Production
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BRAZIL POST-SALT

In the U.S. GoM, driven by ongoing deepwater
developments, oil production will continue to grow
rapidly to about 1.7 MMbbl/d by 2017. Production
will then slightly decline due to ripple effects of
the oil price crash and investment cuts. Assuming
an oil price recovery, developments of lower tertiary discoveries should help production within the
deepwater and ultradeepwater segments start to
pick up again starting in 2020.
Deepwater lower tertiary fields have been the
major driving force of growth in the GoM, in part
due to high oil prices. These prices helped spur
technological breakthroughs in ultradeep reservoir development. As prices begin to increase to
what might be considered a sustained level, big
discoveries in deep water will once again become
the focal point of portfolio optimizations. In the
short term, projects that were sanctioned and
developed in the higher-oil-price era are coming
to the finish line in 2016 and 2017. Those projects include Heidelberg (Anadarko), Julia Phase 1
(Exxon Mobil), Stones Phase 1 (Shell), Coelacanth
and Megalodon (Walter Oil & Gas), and several
smaller subsea tieback projects such as Gunflint
(Noble Energy), Hummer (Castex Energy) and
SM71 (Byron Energy). The combined oil production of these projects will likely top 250 Mbbl/d
by 2017.
However, there are not anymore large developments expected to come online beyond 2017. Hess’s
Stampede project was sanctioned in 2014 and is
under construction. The project is expected to start
production in 2018. Shell’s Appomattox project
was sanctioned in 2015 and is also in the construction stage with an expected production startup by
2020. Chevron’s troubled Big Foot project, which
had planned to start production by year-end 2015,
has been postponed to 2018 due to the tendons
failure during the platform installation.
Other major project potentials, such as Shell’s
Vito Project and Chevron’s Mad Dog Phase 2, have
not been sanctioned yet. Most likely, they will be
reassessed under the expectations that the low oil
price environment will persist for a longer than
expected time frame. Therefore, there is only a
minor chance that these projects will start production before 2020.
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Europe

About 90% (2.7 MMbbl/d) of European oil came
from offshore fields in the North Sea and the Norwegian Sea in the past five years, with most of them
in shallow water (Figure 9). Norway and the U.K.
are the two main producers in the region (Figure
10), contributing about 2.4 MMbbl/d (88%) of the
total oil output.
Norway’s oil production had been recently
increasing, but the country will not post any new
gains until its giant Johan Sverdrup development
comes online. Phase 1 is planned to start up in

2019. Phase 2 is expected to start up by 2022.
These two phases will generate an incremental
500 Mbbl/d at peak production rates. There are
some smaller projects that will at least mitigate the
decline over the next few years. For example, Total’s
Martin Linge development is scheduled to come
onstream in 2018 and Johan Castberg in 2022.
FIGURE 9. Europe Offshore Oil Production by Water Depth
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FIGURE 10. Europe Offshore Oil Production by Country
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About 50% (4.7 MMbbl/d) of Latin America oil was
produced from offshore fields over the past five
years. Brazil and Mexico have been the two main
producers in the region (Figure 6) with a combined
production of about 4 MMbbl/d. This volume represents about 85% of the region’s total oil output.
About three-quarters of the offshore production is
from shallow water (Figure 7), contributed mostly
from the southern portion of the GoM.
Over the next 10 years, as shallow-water production in both Mexico and Brazil decline, presalt
developments in ultradeepwater Brazil will pick up
the momentum and drive the region’s production
growth. Production is expected to reach 5.6 MMbbl/d
by 2025.
Presalt oil production will continue to grow in the
near to medium term in Brazil. Production is expected
to surpass 2 MMbbl/d on average by the end of the
decade, and that figure is expected to continue to
climb to 2.8 MMbbl/d by 2025 (Figure 8). Even considering the high risks associated with the developments, the risked output could still easily reach 1.8
MMbbl/d in 2020 and 2.3 MMbbl/d in 2025.
Shallow-water accounts for more than 75%
of Mexico’s total oil production. Deep and
ultradeepwater E&P are still in their infant
stages. No commercial oil will be produced
from deep and ultradeepwater until 2023, when
increased foreign investment and advanced technology bring hydrocarbons onstream. However,
production increases from these new developments will be too marginal to counter the decline
from shallow-water fields.
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FIGURE 11. Africa Offshore Oil Production by Country
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Oil production in the U.K. had been declining
rapidly for more than 15 years as North Sea oil
fields matured. However, new projects that had
been in development due to support from high
prices will help the country reverse the trend in
the next couple of years. Among the projects are
Clair Ridge, which is expected to start production
FIGURE 12. Africa Offshore Oil Production by Water Depth

in 2017 and contribute more than 100 Mbbl/d at
peak; Schiehallion Quad 204, which will add about
125 Mbbl/d starting in 2018; and the Mariner,
Catcher and Kraken field developments combined
are expected to produce 160 Mbbl/d at peak starting from 2017 and 2018. But in the long term (post
2020), the country’s production is expected to continue to decline as most of its North Sea fields reach
the end of their production cycles. New sources are
uncertain and beyond reach within 10 years.
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FIGURE 13. Russia & CIS Offshore Oil Production by Country
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FIGURE 14. Russia & CIS Offshore Oil Production by Water Depth
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In the past five years, Africa has produced about
5 MMbbl/d of oil from offshore fields, which is
about half of the continent’s total output. Nigeria
and Angola are the top offshore producers with
a combined production of about 3.6 MMbbl/d
(Figure 11). Deep water has been the main producing area of offshore Africa and accounts for 60%
(2.9 MMbbl/d) of the total offshore production
(Figure 12).
The downturn has depressed investment in
future offshore oil and gas projects. Nigeria-based
projects that are on hold or are being deferred
include Shell’s Bonga South West-Aparo, Chevron’s Nsiko development, Eni’s Zabazaba-Etan
and Exxon Mobil’s Bosi Field and smaller satellite
projects in the Uge Field complex. Angola-based
projects include Maersk Oil’s Chissonga; Chevron’s Negage and Lucapa fields and Greater Longui
development; and Cobalt’s Cameia project, which
has been halted because the company is seeking to
exit Angola entirely.
However, companies keep spending on major
deepwater projects that entered the construction stage before the oil price collapse. Those
developments include Tullow Oil’s Tweneboa-Enyenra-Ntomme (TEN) development, which
came onstream in August 2016; TOTAL’s Kaombo
project, which was sanctioned in April 2014 with
an onstream date of 2017; the Egina development,
which was sanctioned in 2013 and is expected to
come onstream in 2018; and Eni’s Block 15/06
Eastern Hub development, which was sanctioned
in 2013 with an onstream timeline of 2017.
Like offshore developments elsewhere around
the globe, the long development cycle and intensive
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SBM Offshore’s
FPSO Cidade
de Saquarema

began producing in July 2016 under a 20-year
lease for Petrobras on the presalt Lula Field
offshore Brazil. (Photo courtesy of Petrobras)
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FIGURE 16. Asia-Pacific Offshore Oil Production by Water Depth
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Stratas Advisors expects oil prices to reach
a minimum threshold for justifying new
developments around 2018-2019.
capital expenses required for deepwater projects
make them fairly immune to spending cuts once
they have reached final investment decision and
have started investing large amounts of money. As
a result, within two to three years the industry will
not see much of an impact from the price collapse
on oil and gas production supply from deepwater
developments because the ongoing projects will get
to the finish line without much interruption. The
supply impact will be after 2018 and be intensified
around 2021, when future development projects
will be coming onstream.
Stratas Advisors expects that nearly 600 Mbbl/d
of oil production from deepwater West Africa will
be deferred from around 2021 to beyond 2023. The
total oil production capacity of those deferred projects will be about 1 MMbbl/d.
FIGURE 17. Middle East Offshore Oil Production by Country
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Azerbaijan and Russia have been the top two offshore producers in the Russia and CIS region over
the last five years. Offshore oil production in the
region has grown from about 1.2 MMbbl/d in 2012
to about 1.4 MMbbl/d this year, contributed mostly
from Russia (Figure 13). However, starting later
this year, when Kazakhstan’s Caspian shallow-water Kashagan Field resumes production, the field
will ramp up and significantly power the region’s
supply of offshore oil by 370 Mbbl/d at peak in
Phase 1. Phase 2 is expected to add an additional
450 Mbbl/d in future development before the end
of the decade. All of the offshore production from
the region is from shallow water (Figure 14).
Asia-Pacific

Offshore oil production accounted for about 40%
(3.2 MMbbl/d) of the total in Asia-Pacific over
the past five years. China, Malaysia and India are
the top offshore oil producers in the region with
a combined production of about 1.9 MMbbl/d
(Figure 15), and most of the region’s offshore production (about 90%) comes from shallow water
(Figure 16).
Not being an offshore growth frontier in oil, the
region is expected to continue to play an insignificant role in offshore production for the next 10
years and exhibit a mild growth rate of less than
2% annually.
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FIGURE 18. Middle East Offshore Oil Production by Water Depth
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Offshore oil production in the Persian Gulf (including field condensate) has accounted for about 25%
(6.2 MMbbl/d) of the Middle East’s total production in the past five years. Almost all of the offshore
production comes from four countries: Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates (UAE), Iran and Qatar
(Figure 17), and all of the offshore fields in Persian
Gulf are in shallow water (Figure 18).
Oil and condensate production in the Persian
Gulf is expected to continue to grow over the next
10 years as Iran continues to develop its giant offshore gas field, South Pars. The field produces rich
condensate, and the UAE plans to spend $25 billion over the next five years to raise its offshore oil
production capacity. n

ENVENTURE. PUNCHING THROUGH.
When you’re pushing the limits of exploration and development, you need extreme technology. Enventure’s proven ESET®
solid expandable liner technology rotates, pushes and pulls around obstructions. It’s engineered for toughness and
reliability to help you reach Total Depth while minimizing NPT. Here’s how:
• Solid Expandable Casing
• Hi-Torque (HT) Connections
• Enhanced Inner String
• Eccentric Bottom Guide Nose
• Rotate across ledges and through tortuous wellbores
• Rotate and reciprocate to improve cementation of expanded liner
• External Launcher Coating
Add more punch to your process with ESET® technology from Enventure.
To find out more, visit us at: www.EnventureGT.com/ESET

Multiphase
Compressor

Introducing the world’s ﬁrst subsea wet gas compressor.
Developed in collaboration with Statoil, the multiphase compressor is an industry ﬁrst, designed as a
contrarotating machine speciﬁcally for pressure boosting unprocessed well streams with no requirements
for an antisurge system or upstream gas treatment.
Based on our multiphase pump technology—which has accumulated more than 2.6 million hours of
run time—this compact and robust system enables longer step-outs, continuous operation for lower capex,
and increased production from subsea gas ﬁelds.
Find out more at

onesubsea.slb.com/multiphasecompressor
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